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ABSTRACT
The objective of this thesis is to develop an open-source highway driving simulator setup
that allows different levels of autonomy in traffic, exposure to different traffic situations, and
enables different simulated driver responses in terms of longitudinal and lateral vehicle control.
This thesis is particularly motivated by the recent FHWA interest in the study of human factors
while driving in autonomous environments on highways. Technological advancements like
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) aim to reduce
traffic congestion by providing different levels of autonomy to the driver. However, the driver’s
acceptance of these technologies has not been quantified yet and needs further investigation.
Driving simulators have gained more attention in the past few years being one of the only tools
available to safely test human responses to advanced driving automation or driving-assist
situations. Recent advancements in driving simulation technology allow scenario authoring to
create dynamic situations, allow multiple simulations to be connected to each other, and provide
the ability to connect hardware to simulations to enable hardware-in-the-loop driving evaluations
using simulators. Using this modern technology, mixed traffic environments are modeled to
enable the assessment of driver behavior in autonomous environments and to understand the need
and type of information to be conveyed. The virtual platform is designed to be visually and
geometrically realistic using AASHTO highway design guidelines. Traffic simulations are
scripted in the scenarios allowing mixed autonomous environment with manual, ACC and CACC
vehicles.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The demand of highway travel by Americans is increasing at an alarming rate with
increasing population and increasing number of drivers. This higher demand results in increased
traffic density on highways, often above the available capacity of the system, resulting in
congestion. Highway congestion is a concern for economic, social and political growth of a
country. According to Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), congestion results in about 5.7
billion person-hours of delay annually in the United States [1]. Moreover, drivers in one-third of
U.S. cities spend more than 40 hours a year in stopped traffic at a cost estimated to be about $72
billion an year [1]. This not only results in huge losses in terms of productive work hours, but also
impacts emissions, fuel economy, noise, driver health and well-being, and even urban planning.
This chapter discusses recent technological advancements which aim to solve the problem of
highway congestion. It also presents the primary goals of this thesis along with the tools used to
solve some of the challenges faced by these technologies.

Figure 1.1 An example of highway congestion.
(Source [2])
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1.1 Motivation
Traditionally, the problem of congestion has been addressed by increasing roadway
capacity, i.e. adding more lanes to existing highways, construction of new highways, or
improving existing highway geometries to support higher traffic volumes. The cost of these
practices is enormous: the addition of a single lane on existing highways has an estimated cost of
around $4 million to $8 million per mile. There exist many studies [3]-[5] which conclude that
construction measures to increase capacity, irrespective of their enormous cost, do not often result
in a significant improvement towards highway congestion. This phenomenon is explained by the
concept of “generated traffic” [6]. Generated traffic refers to the additional traffic which results
on a highway due to increase in roadway capacity. The reason behind this generation can be
explained by the phenomenon of “induced demand”. Induced demand in economic terms states
that consumption of a product increases as its supply increases. In terms of traffic volumes, this
illustrates that an increase in roadway capacity attracts more travelers and thus reduces the impact
of added capacity towards improvement in congestion. Figure 1.2 shows how increase in capacity
affects the traffic density on a highway. Studies proved this concept of induced demand on
highway traffic densities by showing a direct relation between increased capacity and vehicle
miles travelled. This relation is also termed as the “Fundamental Law of Congestion” which can
be expressed as

∆(𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑) ≅ 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
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Figure 1.2 Effect of increasing roadway capacity on traffic volume.
(Source [6])
Highway congestion is usually promoted by the drivers’ inability to maintain speeds at
high traffic densities. A local increase in traffic density created by bottlenecks on highway
geometries such as curves, limited sight distance, highway exits/entries, etc. is often amplified
due to inefficient driving. A human driver tends to maintain a safe time gap of around 1.3-2
seconds from its leading vehicle [7]. At small gaps of around 10-15 meters, this results in a
theoretical free flow speed of around 10-15 mph.
Hence, a method to improve highway congestion is to increase each driver’s ability to
drive in dense traffic. This can be accomplished by providing autonomous support to drivers in
terms of advanced cruise control systems, allowing the vehicle to safely follow a leading vehicle
at smaller time gaps. A promising technology to achieve the same is the modern Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC) [8] system. The fundamental principle behind adaptive cruise control is to
maintain a desired set speed on highway while keeping a safe distance from the leading vehicle.
A vehicle-level throttle/brake controller usually performs this function by acting upon speed of
3

leading vehicle and distance from it. The inputs to the controllers are usually provided by onboard Radar/LiDAR or by visual sensors. A study conducted in 2002 concluded that vehicles
equipped with adaptive cruise controllers can perform efficiently and safely at a minimum time
gap of around 1.1 seconds from the leading vehicle [9]. However, this small increase in efficiency
does not produce enough improvements on highway congestion to significantly improve capacity
beyond normal human driving [9,10]. The efficiency of this controller is limited by the
performance of sensors and the estimation algorithm to obtain a leading vehicle’s information.
This system however, can be improved significantly if the leading vehicle’s information is
obtained via vehicle communication systems, thus bypassing the estimation process. The intervehicle communication of critical cruise-control information leads to an add-on for adaptive
cruise control systems known as Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) [11].
CACC performs the same function as an ACC vehicle, i.e. maintaining a safe time gap
and desired speed on highway. However, by utilizing wireless information transfer – particularly
of the lead vehicle’s brake and throttle inputs – the safe time gap for a CACC-equipped vehicle
can be reduced significantly to about 0.6 seconds [12]. Studies show that vehicles’ ability to
travel at highway speeds at time gaps of around 0.6 seconds shows a great potential towards
reducing highway congestion. CACC vehicles not only result in efficient space allocation on
highways, but also show potential for improving fuel efficiency due to reduction in air drag by
traveling at small gaps from leading vehicle. However, apart from technological challenges, these
systems also face questions regarding the driver’s acceptance and response to these advanced
cruise control systems.
A recent report by Federal Highway Association [13] addresses the human-factors
associated with CACC technologies, which need to be studied before these controllers can be
implemented on vehicles. The report summarizes the need to assess the behavior of human
4

drivers towards this technology which may degrade its efficiency. These human-factors broadly
include drivers’ i) willingness to utilize CACC, ii) following vehicle comfort i.e. comfort level
with following a vehicle at small gaps, iii) workload, situational awareness and distraction, and
iv) behavior during entering/exiting platoons.
In order to study these factors, it is essential to develop a safe and easy-to-control test
platform which can expose the driver to expected situations encountered during activated
advanced cruise controls. Driving simulators can play an efficient role in this case with their high
flexibility in terms of authoring dynamic scenarios. A discussion presented in [14] clearly
addresses the advantages and disadvantages offered by driving simulators towards efficient driver
assessment, driver training, and research. Driving simulators offer several advantages like i)
controllability, reproducibility and standardization of scenarios, ii) ease of data collection, iii)
possibility of encountering dangerous situations without being physically at risk, and iv) novel
opportunity for feedback and instruction. They also reported disadvantages such as i) limited
physical, perceptual and behavioral fidelity, ii) shortage of research demonstrating validity of
simulations and iii) simulator discomfort under demanding driving conditions. But overall, the
advantages offered by driving simulator outweigh the disadvantages in terms of cost, ease, and
safety in assessing driver behavior.

1.2 Thesis Overview
This thesis aims to develop a driving simulator by utilizing open-source tools to study
driver behavior in autonomous highway environments. One of most time-consuming tasks of
developing a driving simulator is to model a virtual environment which can support simulations
of interest. If the driving environment is modeled after existing roads, then driver responses may
be remembered and automatic to situations that are not of interest in the study. Similarly,
5

programming of a new “random” road is difficult enough and is of use only for very few
exposures to a driver, to prevent learning.
To serve as a solution, this thesis presents a parametric rule-based method that can
rapidly generate random highway models governed by basic user inputs such as the number of
lanes, divided/undivided highway, widths of lane etc. The highway model’s design is automated
using Python scripts that allow user selection of random highway geometric parameters. Highway
design guidelines provided by AASHTO [15,16] are used as constraints on this model to mimic
the geometry of actual highways and increase virtual realism of the scene. The ability of a driving
simulator to produce a new virtual map for every test helps in increasing accuracy of test results
by removing the occurrence of driver-aware situations on highway geometry. To support userdefined autonomous traffic behavior, different levels of autonomy are enabled in the simulator’s
traffic models, namely i) human driving, ii) ACC and iii) CACC. The resulting simulation thus
allows users to define traffic scenarios ranging from fully autonomous CACC driving to human
driving.
This thesis also examines the use of simulated environments to improve situational
awareness of a driver, particularly during autonomous driving. Reduced sight distances during
platooning can greatly reduce driver’s ability to perform critical tasks like lane following and lane
changes, or to make important decisions about choosing road departure if there are accidents in
the road path. To improve situational awareness, a visual variable-sensitivity road departure
warning system is designed as add-on safety information to provide information about threats
associated during vehicle departure.

6

1.3 Open-Source Software and Hardware
This thesis utilizes different tools to perform sub-level simulator tasks. Essential tools
required for static and dynamic simulator tasks can be categorized as i) a 3-D modeling package,
ii) a 3-D simulation tool, iii) a driving console, iv) visual presentation sources and
v) communication tools. A brief overview of open-source software and hardware used in this
research to develop a driving simulator is provided below.

1.3.1 Blender 3-D
The Blender software system [17] is a professional, free, and open-source 3D computer
graphics software product used for creating animated films, visual effects, art, 3D printed models,
interactive 3D applications, and video games. Blender includes a built-in Python API, allowing
the user to generate rule-based 3-D models. It also features a built-in game and physics engine
and Python controllers for the same, making it suitable for running user-defined simulations. By
integrating Blender Python and system’s native Python, a variety of tasks can be integrated with
Blender. For further information on Blender’s integration with Python, the reader is referred to
[18].

1.3.2 ROS
The Robot Operating System (ROS) [19] is a flexible, open-source framework for writing
robot software. It is a collection of tools, libraries, and conventions that aim to simplify the task
of creating complex and robust robot behavior across a wide variety of robotic platforms. ROS
provides an easy-to-work platform to communicate efficiently between different systems and also
7

allows for well-defined and robust communication between software and hardware units,
including user-defined modules.

1.3.3 Hardware
The essential hardware components needed for a static driving simulator include a
driving console and sources to provide visual information to the driver. In this thesis, a Logitech
G27 driving console is used to serve as an interface providing driver inputs to the simulation. The
presentation of visual information is achieved via many different methods. The driving simulator
is setup on i) single computer with three 55” screens, ii) a multi-computer setup with four screens,
and iii) a single computer supporting visuals through a heads-up display (Oculus Rift DK2).
Multi-screen setups used in this study are shown in Figures 1.3 and 1.4.

Figure 1.3 Image demonstrating a three screen setup used in this research.
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Figure 1.4 Image demonstrating a four screen setup used in this research.

1.4 Outline of Remaining Chapters
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 outlines the method and
guidelines used for the creation of a rule-based parametric 3-D highway model. Chapter 3
outlines different models used for simulating autonomous traffic behavior and subject vehicle
dynamics. Chapter 4 outlines the design and methodology used to develop a variable-sensitivity
road departure warning system. This is followed by a discussion of the applications of this thesis
and possible future work in Chapter 5.

9

Chapter 2
Creation of Virtual Environments Representing Roadways
One of the most important aspects of a driving simulator is the virtual environment that is
presented to the subject driver. The creation of virtual environments and dynamic simulations is
often termed as “scenario generation”. Scenario generation is a complex process and sometimes
includes weeks to months of work to generate a visually realistic scene which can be rendered in
real time. Most driving simulators tend to use a library of pre-modeled virtual maps with desired
characteristics which can be loaded into the driving simulator for different scenario testing.
However, this limited availability of virtual maps for subject testing might result in attainment of
inaccurate data as the driver might be aware of upcoming and unpresented conditions on the road,
for instance the radius of turn. Such situational memory enables subject drivers to pre-determine
their actions, a behavior which is usually undesirable during driving simulation testing.
In addition to this, the accuracy of test results also depend on the degree of realism the
drivers are exposed to during their experience within the driving simulator. There exists a
significant amount of research trying to overcome the problem of a static virtual map by
generating dynamic scenarios for driving simulators. A method explained in [20] illustrates a
script-based scenario generation through which user-defined road events can be added into the
scene at desired locations. This process of providing authority to the users to govern scenarios is
also termed as “Scenario Authoring” [20]. A popular scenario authoring tool used by NADS [21],
named as ISAT (Interactive Scenario Authoring Tool) [22] , allows the user to define static and
dynamic scenarios in a driving simulator using a pool of pre-modeled components. A recent
upgrade [23] on ISAT allows script-based scenario authoring governed by text configuration
files. A tool offered by AutoCAD Civil [24] provides a roadway design module [25] that can
create highways based on design guidelines.
10

However, despite this past work, the capability of a user to define road geometry
scenarios is often limited by technical expertise in the field of road design. At present, many
research projects require a 3-D map of a highway to simulate different types of Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS) [26], and for simulating different microscopic controllers for
systems like CACC [11] and ACC [8]. The effectiveness of algorithms like CACC and ACC is
often limited by the platform on which they are tested. And with microsimulations, congestion
and road-demand testing requires mixing actual road geometries to random road profiles or traffic
behaviors to study the effect of several conditions that a vehicle could encounter.
To provide a solution to above-mentioned problems regarding geometric road models, a
rule-based parametric highway is modeled in this study to enable users to define road geometries
without much technical expertise. The model is designed such that each highway scenario can be
easily redesigned with random orientations before each driving simulation, thus allowing greater
flexibility. This chapter emphasizes on the design and modeling of a parametric and randomlyreproducible geometry based on AASHTO highway design guidelines [15,16]. The resulting
software can serve different applications like driving simulators, assessment of several vehicle
control algorithms that requires testing on actual highways, and to study the human machine
interaction while subjects are exposed to a virtual environment. Before advancing into modeling
the geometry of highway, a few terms which are frequently used in this chapter are defined
below.

World coordinate frame: A three dimensional coordinate frame system defined by unit
vectors 〈𝑖̂, 𝑗̂, 𝑘̂ 〉 which are perpendicular to each other. A point in the world coordinate system can
be defined as

𝑝 = 𝑥𝑖̂ + 𝑦𝑗̂ + 𝑧𝑘̂

(2.1)
11

where x,y,z defines the coordinates of the point 𝑝. The world frame is useful to explain the
locations of objects relative to earth-fixed positions (rather than vehicle-fixed positions).

Baseline Geometry: A straight road segment connecting two points in the coordinate
frame which governs the start and end point of the highway or highway segment. It is a set of all
points, faces and edges which describe the essential highway elements such as the median,
shoulders, vegetation and others as defined later in Section 2.1. A point in Baseline Geometry is
defined according to the following nomenclature.

𝑝𝑏 = 〈𝑥𝑏 , 𝑦𝑏 , 𝑧𝑏 〉

(2.2)

where 𝑥𝑏 , 𝑦𝑏 , 𝑧𝑏 defines the coordinates of point in a world coordinate frame. The Baseline
Geometry is useful in defining, for example, a cross-section that will be repeated throughout a
highway traversal that must be geometrically accurate, yet follow the underlying terrain.

Transformation metric: The path of the actual highway geometry which the Baseline
Geometry needs to follow, i.e. the terrain and path that the Baseline Geometry will meander
through an environment following both horizontal and vertical curvature elements. The path
representing the transformation metric contains information about superelevation, the radius of
curvature for the road, the road gradient, etc. along all points on the roadway. A point on the path
is defined according to the following nomenclature.

𝑝𝑐 = 〈𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑧𝑐 〉

(2.3)

where 𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑧𝑐 defines the coordinates of point in the world coordinate frame.
12

Path-fixed coordinate frame: A variable three dimensional coordinate system which is
defined at each point of the transformation metric. It is denoted by the unit vectors 𝑖̂𝑠 , 𝑗̂𝑠 , 𝑘̂𝑠 ,
where s represents the distance along the path and can be calculated as:

𝑠 = ∫ √(𝑑𝑥𝑐 )2 + (𝑑𝑦𝑐 )2 + (𝑑𝑧𝑐 )2

(2.4)

The path coordinate frame is useful for calculating distances and vehicle speeds along a path,
measuring inter-vehicle spacing, and to transform from a vehicle’s trajectory coordinates into
world coordinates.

Transformed Geometry: A Transformed Geometry is defined as the geometry of the
final model when the Baseline Geometry follows the path defined by the transformation metric. A
point in Transformed Geometry is defined according to the following nomenclature.

𝑝𝑡 = 〈𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑧𝑡 〉

(2.5)

where 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑧𝑡 defines the coordinates of the point in world coordinate frame. The Transformed
Geometry represents the geometry that is produced in the world coordinate frame after a road
profile is made to follow curvature, terrain, grade, superelevation, etc. rules defined in the
transformation metric. This is the geometry that the driver sees visually, and as well is the
geometry that defines the physics of the vehicle’s behavior during road traversals.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 explains AASHTO guidelines
which are very carefully followed by highway design engineers to provide a safe geometry for
efficient traffic flow and to reduce the likelihood of accidents. Section 2.2 outlines the
methodology for design and modeling of highway Baseline Geometry. Section 2.3 describes a
13

transformation metric created using NURBS[27] to convert Baseline Geometry into Transformed
Geometry. Section 2.4 addresses the modification of Baseline Geometry into Transformed
Geometry using transformation metric. Section 2.5 describes how the design guidelines are
implemented on Baseline Geometry and highway profile followed by results obtained in form of
3-D models in Section 2.6

2.1 AASHTO Highway Design Guidelines
Highway design engineers aim to provide for the needs of highway users while
maintaining the integrity of the environment. AASHTO design guidelines form a comprehensive
reference manual for the designers to seek assistance in design formulation. The manual provides
details about concerned variables on geometry along with recommended range of values based on
recent research and concerns towards highway safety. This section outlines the guidelines used in
this study to design and model the highway geometry.

2.1.1 Curvature and Grade vs. Design Speed
In highway design, the Design Speed is an important criterion for the geometric design of
highways. The speed of vehicles on a highway greatly affects the visual field required by the
driver for correct driver responses, it affects the driver’s peripheral vision, and it limits the time
available for drivers to receive and process information [15]. Over-speeding by drivers has been
estimated to be one of the major causes of accidents on highways. While a vehicle maybe stable
at a speed on a straight road profile, the presence of curves on highways greatly reduces the
stability of vehicle at higher speeds due to high centripetal acceleration demand from the tires and
the increased difficulty in performing lane change maneuvers or braking within a curve.
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The radius of curvature of the road affects the ability of a vehicle to compensate a turn
without slipping or losing lane tracking. The following criterion is used by AASHTO to
determine the minimum radius of curvature for a given design speed based on available side force
g(0.01𝑒 + 𝑓) and centripetal acceleration (𝑉 2 /𝑅):
𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

𝑉2
g(0.01𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 )

(2.6)

Here, the parameters 𝑒, 𝑓 and 𝑉 refer to the superelevation, side friction factor and design speed
respectively and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The design speed is usually selected by
highway engineers, whereas the superelevation is determined by either highway geometric design
guidelines or by design engineers and the side friction factor is determined by wet pavement
conditions specified during highway construction.
The road gradient, as compared to curvature, produces a different kind of vehicle
behavior. On slopes, a vehicle tends to reduce or increase speed based on the direction of the road
slope. A reduction in speed often produces a risk of rear-end collisions due to misinterpretation of
speed by the following vehicle. A negative slope results in increase of speed of the vehicle,
which can create dangerous situations if the slope is immediately followed by a curve segment.
The maximum allowable gradient generally varies from 6-10% depending on topographic profile
of the area, the highway design speed, the expected mix of vehicles, and climate conditions in the
area. Moreover, apart from limiting the gradient of a road profile, the length of a highway
gradient is usually bounded by limiting the reduction or increment in speed below a certain
design value. The critical length of a highway gradient with given bounds on velocity, ∆𝑣, can be
calculated using the following equations.
𝐿𝑐 =

∆𝑣 2 + 2𝑣∆𝑣
2𝑎

(2.7)
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𝑎 = 0.01(𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒%)g

(2.8)

The equations above assume that a free-rolling vehicle may accelerate freely due to a highway
gradient, and this situation could occur especially in the use of some cruise control systems which
are not designed to activate brakes under certain driving situations.

2.1.2 Sight Distance
A driver’s ability to see the roadway ahead is one of the most important factors in
determining the safe operation of a vehicle on highway. During the highway design process, the
designer may spend significant time to change plans and highway layout such that sufficient sight
distance is available to the driver to control the vehicle. A sufficient sight distance is essential to
enable the driver to make wise decisions during discrepancies on roadway, like stopped vehicles,
animals, or even debris on the road. In the next sub-sections, different types of sight distances
which are taken into consideration during highway design are explained.

Stopping Sight Distance (SSD)
The Stopping Sight Distance is defined as the sight distance necessary for a vehicle to
stop when an obstacle is detected at a certain distance. Although maximum sight distances should
be provided on a highway, the use of large sighting distances may not be possible due to
constraints like terrain geometry, minimum vegetation removal, buildings or nearby properties,
etc. Hence, it is desirable that the sight distance at each point of highway must be at least equal to
the Stopping Sight Distance (SSD), providing drivers sufficient time and distance to avoid hitting
an obstacle or a stopped vehicle once it comes into sight. The calculation of SSD is relatively
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simple, and is obtained by assuming that a vehicle decelerates at a constant rate to achieve zero
speed. However, the moment of sight is usually followed by a delay in the driver’s response,
often termed as “Reaction Time”. Figure 2.1 illustrates this scenario and the speed profile of a
vehicle during this event. With driver cues like emergency flashers and/or glowing warning signs,
the time associated with reaction is very small and almost negligible relative to the vehicle
stopping time. However, there exist cases where the driver needs to analyze the position of an
object and determine its speed to decide their actions. This process generally takes time and hence
induces a delay between driver’s actions after observation. As mentioned in AASHTO guidelines
[15], and particularly in additional studies [28]–[30] conducted on brake reaction time, the
research indicates that a reaction time of 2.5 seconds is considered adequate for most drivers,
including older drivers. Hence the SSD can be evaluated in two parts: 1) the distance travelled
between observation and actions, and 2) the distance travelled after brakes are applied. It is
assumed that the vehicle travels at a constant speed during decision and decelerates at a constant
rate after actions. Hence, a simple equation governing stopping sight distance for given design
highway speeds can be formulated as:
𝑆𝑆𝐷 = 𝑣𝑇 +

𝑣2
2𝑎

(2.9)

where T is the Reaction Time and a refers to the deceleration rate.
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of scenario used for calculation of Stopping Sight Distance.

AASHTO guidelines also provides information about the general deceleration
capabilities of vehicles, and usually recommend designers to not require drivers exceed a
deceleration rate of 3.4 m/s2. This recommendation is made considering that most vehicles are
able to decelerate at a rate greater than 3.4 m/s2 during emergency situations. The sight distance
calculation, however, is only suitable for flat roadways with no gradient. To calculate SSD on a
grade, Equation 2.9 can be modified by adding an extra term to deceleration governed by grade.
𝑎𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 = 𝑎+%

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒
g
100

(2.10)

Decision Sight Distance
The decision sight distance as defined in [15] states that it is the distance needed for a
driver to 1) detect an unexpected or otherwise difficult-to-perceive information source or
condition in a roadway environment that may be visually cluttered, 2) recognize the condition or
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its potential threat, 3) select an appropriate speed and path, and finally 4) initiate and complete the
maneuver safely and efficiently. AASHTO defines different types of scenarios, termed as
“Avoidance Maneuvers”, which are critical and may need a sight distance greater than SSD. They
are briefly defined below.
Avoidance Maneuver A: Stop of rural road (𝑡 = 3.0 𝑠)
Avoidance Maneuver B: Stop on urban road (𝑡 = 9.1 𝑠)
Avoidance Maneuver C: Speed/path/direction change on rural road (𝑡 ∈ [10.2,11.2] 𝑠)
Avoidance Maneuver D: Speed/path/direction change on suburban road (𝑡 ∈ [12.1,12.9] 𝑠)
Avoidance Maneuver E: Speed/path/direction change on urban road (𝑡 ∈ [14,14.5] 𝑠)
The Decision Sight Distance for maneuver A and B is calculated using Equation 2.9 by increasing
the reaction time by time for each maneuver. For C, D and E, as no brakes are applied, the
Decision Sight Distance is calculated by using just the first term of Equation 2.9.

Passing Sight Distance
The Passing Sight Distance is a factor in consideration during design of two lane
undivided highways. It refers to sight distance required when a vehicle decides to pass its leader
by using the lane reserved for opposing traffic when an oncoming vehicle is observed. The
overall maneuver distance for passing is subdivided into four parts as stated below.
1) The passing vehicle traveling at average speed 𝑣, following a vehicle traveling at speed
𝑚 accelerates at a constant rate 𝑎 to occupy the opposing traffic lane.
1
𝑑1 = (𝑣 − 𝑚)𝑡 + 𝑎𝑡 2
2

(2.11)
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2) The distance travelled on opposing lane is then calculated (Assuming that the time spent
is around 9.3 to 10.4 s).
𝑑2 = 𝑣𝑡

(2.12)

3) The clearance length required between oncoming vehicle and subject vehicle after
passing is then calculated.
𝑑3 = 𝑓(𝑣)

(2.13)

4) The distance travelled by oncoming vehicle during the maneuver time is then calculated.
𝑑4 ≈

2𝑑2
3

(2.14)

Hence, the total passing sight distance is given by sum of 𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , 𝑑3 and 𝑑4. AASHTO
recommends standard values of time and passing speed and also provides recommended passing
sight distances pre-calculated using Equations 2.11-2.14.

Table 2.1 AASHTO recommended Passing Sight Distance for given average speeds.
Average Speed

Passing Sight Distance

14-18 m/s

317 m

18-22 m/s

446 m

22-26 m/s

583 m

26-30 m/s

726 m

2.1.3 Clear Zones and Barriers
A Clear zone is defined as a traversable and unobstructed area extending beyond the
travel way to provide chances of recovery in the event of road-departure. The 1977 AASHTO
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publication, “Guide for Selecting, Locating and Designing Traffic Barriers” [31] defines a clear
zone concept for highways based on geometry of the roadside. The geometry beyond travel way
can exhibit a diversity of characteristics depending of terrain profile. It can be classified into three
main types: foreslopes, backslopes, and drainage channels (which is a foreslope followed by a
backslope). Each of these types is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Types of roadside geometries encountered lateral to the travel way.

Each of these three classifications of roadside geometry provides a different effect on the
vehicle’s behavior during encroachment. A vehicle’s ability to recover on a foreslope depends on
the geometry of the foreslope. Generally, foreslopes flatter than 1V:4H are considered
recoverable. Foreslopes ranging from 1V:3H to 1V:4H are considered non-recoverable, while
foreslopes steeper than 1V:3H are considered critical and should be warranted by a barrier.
Backslopes on the other hand, become potential obstacles if they are steeper than 1V:3H [15,16].
The Roadside Design Guide [16] provides general recommendations for clear zones as a
function of roadside geometry. These recommendations are usually treated as a first
approximation and a great amount of effort goes into deciding the exact clear zone to be provided
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on geometry depending on plan and profile of the highway. For the purpose of simplification and
concerning the applications of this 3-D highway model, this thesis follows Table 3-3 provided in
guide [16] for clear zone width specifications. Consistent with the guide, this thesis also assumes
that barriers (guard rails) are warranted if the clear zone provided is not adequate or the roadside
geometry is critical.

2.2 Creation of Baseline Geometry
The Baseline Geometry is defined as a straight road governed by user defined parameters
defined in Table 2.2. In mathematical terms, the Baseline Geometry is defined to be a set of
vertices, edges and polygons which represent a highway geometry with zero grade and zero
curvature.

For this study, the Baseline Geometry is further subdivided into the following

highway design elements, which are governed by practices followed in the United States.


Median: This is the portion of Baseline Geometry separating opposing traffic lanes on a
divided highway. It is intended to prevent runoff vehicle departures from proceeding into
the opposing traffic.



Left shoulder: This is the portion of Baseline Geometry which is available for safe
recovery before a vehicle encroaches into the Median, after leaving the lane.



Lanes: Lanes refer to the available area on the highway which is expected to be utilized
by vehicles for normal travel.



Solid yellow line: This line exists on the left side of left-most lane and is intended to
serve as a visual guidance to the driver about the width of available travel area.
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White dashed line: White dashed lines separate two lanes supporting traffic in the same
direction. They are also intended to serve as visual guidance to the driver about the width
of available travel area.



Solid white line: A solid white line exists on the right side of the right-most lane and is
intended to serve the same purpose as solid yellow lines on the left side.



Right shoulder: This is the area which exists laterally outside the solid white line. It often
serves as an emergency stopping lane. A vehicle is intended to use the shoulder to get out
of the flow of traffic during breakdown or other emergency situations.



Pavement: This is the defined as the transition area between a travel way and terrain on
the shoulder or median side of a highway.



Terrain: Terrain is defined as the area which exists outside the edge of travel way and is
not intended to support any kind of travel. However, it does provide some clear zone to
serve the purpose of safe recovery during vehicle departures on the right shoulder side.



Vegetation: Vegetation includes all the trees, plants etc. which are present in the area
beyond the travel way on each side i.e. the median and shoulder. Vegetation, particularly
the presence of trees or large bushes, affects driver perception of safety in the event of a
roadway departure, and may affect driver propensity to depart the road.



Road signs: These are defined as all the visual guidance present on the highway which
informs the driver about conditions near the road, instructions about maximum ideal
speed of travel, curves, exits, etc.



Longitudinal barriers: These barriers serve as a safety measure to prevent vehicle
departure at unsafe roadside geometries. Typical examples of longitudinal barriers are
guard rails, railings, and concrete barriers.
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2.2.1 Definition of geometric data for Baseline Geometry
In this section, the geometric data required to create all the elements defined in Section
2.1 will be discussed. A straight road segment representing a highway with zero curvature and
gradient is created between two given points. Table 2.2 provides a list of geometric parameters
used for the creation of Baseline Geometry.
Table 2.2 A list of symbols used for definition of highway elements.
Symbol
𝐿
𝑤𝑚
𝑤𝑙𝑠
𝑤𝑟𝑠
𝑤𝑠𝑦

Road Length
Median half width
Left Shoulder width
Right Shoulder width
Solid Yellow Line width

𝑤𝑙
𝑤𝑑𝑤
𝑤𝑠𝑤
𝑤𝑝

Lane width
Dashed white line width
Solid white line width
Pavement width

𝑤𝑝𝑧

Pavement depth

𝑤𝑡
ℎ𝑡
𝑆𝐹
𝑧𝑜𝑓𝑓

Width and length of square terrain mesh
Peak height of terrain mesh
Shape factor deciding median profile
Vertical offset of median center

𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓

Lateral offset of median center

𝐷
𝑛
𝑁

Definition

User-defined Decimation specifying median-geometric changes
Lane Index, starting from 1 on the left-most side
Number of lanes on each side of median

Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of different elements from centerline of the highway on the median
till the pavement.
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Figure 2.3 A schematic of half highway element showing different sub-elements.

The next part of this section describes the geometry of each element in terms of their coordinates
in the world coordinate frame and the method used to model them in Blender.

Element 1 (Median): The user defined parameter to model this element is half width of
the median (𝑤𝑚 ). The median design process is subdivided into different steps. The first step is
the creation of a flat plane with desired width. The same is achieved in Blender by defining the
four vertices of the plane as:
𝑣 = {〈0,0,0〉, 〈0, −𝑤𝑚 , 0〉, 〈𝐿𝑐 , 0,0〉, 〈𝐿𝑐 , −𝑤𝑚 , 0〉}

(2.15)

Where each element of 𝑣 defines x,y and z coordinates in the world coordinate frame.
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However, to define the geometry using these four points, more information is required,
i.e. the order in which the vertices are connected to form a planar geometry. The ordering is
defined using an array of indices as
𝑓 = {0,1,3,2}

(2.16)

The sequence of the numbers in the array, f, defines the order in which the vertices should be
connected to form a geometric plane. To create geometry as defined by v and f, a simple piece of
code in Python can be used.

The next step in the modeling of median is the process of

subdivision, which is defined as bisection of a plane along two perpendicular edges of the plane
resulting in four different planes. Subsequently the half median geometry is mirrored about the xaxis in the world coordinate frame to provide a full median of width 2wm. The process is
illustrated in Figure 2.4.
𝑦
𝑥

Mirror

SubDivision

Figure 2.4 Mirror and subdivision process on median geometry .
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After achieving a subdivided median geometry, an array of the same is achieved by
repetitive creation of planes till the desired road length. The resulting geometry is a median of
road length L with several planes and vertices as shown below in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Geometry of median after subdivision and array modifications.

A perfectly flat geometry, however, is usually not encountered on actual highways. To
achieve a roadside geometry as shown in Figure 2.2, the method described in Figure 2.6 is used to
transform the geometry of flat median into varying cross section geometries. The parameters
defined in Figure 2.6 for the median are generated using the following function.
〈𝑆𝐹, 𝑧𝑜𝑓𝑓 , 𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓 〉 = 𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑥𝑏 ) ∀ 𝑥𝑏 ∈ 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛

(2.17)

where 𝑥𝑏 represents the x-coordinate of the median vertices in world coordinate frame and the
function, 𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑥𝑏 ), is defined as:
𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑥𝑏 ) =
{

𝑤𝑚 𝑤𝑚
𝑤
𝑤
, ) , 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 (− 𝑚 , 𝑚)〉
4
4
10 10
𝑥
𝑥
𝑥
[𝐷 𝑏 ]} {𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦 ([𝐷 𝑏 ] + 1) − 𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦 ([𝐷 𝑏 ])}
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚

〈𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚(1,2), 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 (−

𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑏 = 𝑛𝐷

𝑥
𝑥
𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦 ([𝐷 𝑏 ]) + {𝐷 𝑏
𝑚
𝑚

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

−

(2.18)
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𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑧𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑧

𝑦
(0,0)

𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑤𝑚

𝑦𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑦𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑧𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑧𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑤𝑚 |𝑦|
( 𝑆𝐹
− 𝑦 𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓 )
|𝑦|
(𝑤𝑚 − 𝑦 𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓 )

𝑧𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑧𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑖𝑓 |𝑦𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 | ≠ {𝑤𝑚 , 0}

𝑖𝑓 𝑦𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 0

Initial Vertex Position
Final Vertex Position
𝑆𝐹 = 1
𝑆𝐹 = 2
𝑆𝐹 ∈ (1,2)

Figure 2.6 A schematic to transform a flat median geometry to positive trapezoidal or V-shape.

Here 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦) returns a real number in the domain [𝑥, 𝑦], 𝐷𝑚 is the decimation which can
be chosen by the user and defines the frequency of changes in the median geometry, n is any
𝑥

𝑥

integer, and [𝐷 𝑏 ] defines the integer part of 𝐷 𝑏 .
𝑚

𝑚

The modifications after implementing this method generates a median profile as shown in
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 with a varying cross section representing different roadside geometries.
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Figure 2.7 Median geometries representing trapezoidal cross sections.

Figure 2.8 Median geometries at different locations illustrating transitions in cross section
profiles.

Elements 2 to 8 (Left shoulder to Pavement): Highway elements 2 to 8 are modeled as
planar geometries and hence do not require any transformation. They are all modeled using the
process defined in Equations 2.15 and 2.16 by creating vertices and faces according to the
schematic in Figure 2.3. A list of coordinates for each element is provided in Table 2.3. Figure
2.9 illustrates the geometry obtained after using the coordinates of meshes defined in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 List of vertices’ coordinates for defining highway elements.
Geometry
Left Shoulder
Solid Yellow Line

Lanes

Dashed White Line

Solid White Line

Coordinates of Vertices {𝒗𝒊 = (𝒙𝒊 , 𝒚𝒊 , 𝒛𝒊 )}
{(0,𝑤𝑚 ), (𝐿𝑐 ,𝑤𝑚 ), (0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 ), (𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 )}
| 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ∀ 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟
{(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 ), (𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 ), (0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 ),
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 + 𝑤𝑠𝑦 )}
| 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ∀ 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒
{(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + (𝑛 − 1)(𝑤𝑙 + 𝑤𝑑𝑤 )),
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 + 𝑤𝑠𝑦 + (𝑛 − 1)(𝑤𝑙 +𝑤𝑑𝑤 )),
(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 + 𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑛𝑤𝑙 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 )),
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 + 𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑛𝑤𝑙 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 ))}
| 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ∀ 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠
{(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑛𝑤𝑙 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 ),
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 + 𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑛𝑤𝑙 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 ),
(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑛𝑤𝑙 + 𝑛𝑤𝑑𝑤 ),
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑛𝑤𝑙 + 𝑛𝑤𝑑𝑤 )}
| 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ∀ 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝐷𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒
{(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 ),
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 ),
(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 )
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 )}
| 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ∀ 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒

Right Shoulder

{(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 )
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 ),
(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 + 𝑤𝑟𝑠 )
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 + 𝑤𝑟𝑠 )}
| 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ∀ 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟

Pavement

{(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 + 𝑤𝑟𝑠 , 0)
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 + 𝑤𝑟𝑠 , 0),
(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 + 𝑤𝑟𝑠 , −𝑤𝑝𝑧 ),
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 + 𝑤𝑟𝑠 , −𝑤𝑝𝑧 ),
(0, 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 + 𝑤𝑟𝑠 + 𝑤𝑝 , −𝑤𝑝𝑧 ),
(𝐿𝑐 , 𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑙𝑠 +𝑤𝑠𝑦 + 𝑁𝑤𝑙 + (𝑁 − 1)𝑤𝑑𝑤 + 𝑤𝑠𝑤 + 𝑤𝑟𝑠 + 𝑤𝑝 , −𝑤𝑝𝑧 )}
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Figure 2.9 A perspective view of highway element obtained after using geometric parameters for
N=3 along with median profile.

A subsequent array of the element shown in Figure 2.9 is created similar to the median to achieve
a length L of the final road geometry. Figure 2.10 illustrates the final geometry obtained via the
geometric definitions presented thus far.

Figure 2.10. A perspective view of highway geometry obtained after using an array of element
shown in Figure 2.9.

Element 9 (Terrain): The terrain surrounding the highway, because it serves as a cue of
vehicle speed, is one of the very important features of highway geometry. The geometry of the
terrain depicts the scenery of the virtual environment around the highway. It provides a sense to
the driver about the location of the scene. Hence, it is intended to use a parametric model which
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can be defined by users to create a diverse variety of terrain. For the same purpose, a parametric
model of the terrain defined in Blender as “Landscape Feature” [32] is used. The Landscape
feature produces a square mesh with geometry depicting a terrain. The user-defined features of
this model used in this study are height, noise, and a random seed to generate different types of
terrain. The Blender Landscape feature and its ability to produce terrains of different profiles are
shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11 Blender Landscape Feature representing different terrain geometries

To add terrain to the highway model, the parameters for the Landscape Feature – height,
noise size and random seed – are generated automatically using user inputs. From these, an array
of landscapes is added around the highway geometry. The near-road geometry of this landscape
feature was transformed using the similar method as described in Figure 2.6. The resulting model
after appending this feature into the model is shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 An illustration of model geometry with terrain.

Element 10 (Vegetation): For the purpose of this study, trees are considered as the only
type of vegetation. A library of trees is created to populate the terrain with vegetation. There
exists many tree modeling techniques [33] in the 3-D world community which allows users to
create realistic three-dimensional tree geometries representing leaves, branches etc. However,
these models result in a large number of vertices; to create a scene such as a rural highway, this
ends up as a dense mesh which is computationally expensive for real time rendering. Hence, a
low-poly tree geometry consisting of just two planes perpendicular to each other is defined. The
geometry of trees is shown in Figure 2.13. Later in this chapter, it is shown how this non-realistic
geometry can be textured with suitable images and transparency to impart it a tree-like
appearance.
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Figure 2.13 An illustration of low-poly tree geometry.

Element 11 (Road Signs): Road signs are also created using planar structures and will be
imparted appearance using textures and transparent masks.

Element 12 (Barriers): Guard rails are considered as the type of barrier in this geometry
and a parametric model with varying length is modeled for the geometry. The guard-rail
component is divided into three parts, namely the start-section, the mid-section and the endsection. An illustration of each part is provided in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14 A geometric 3-D model of guard rails representing three components.
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Element 13 (Sky Environment): The sky geometry is represented by a large hemispherical mesh surrounding the whole environment as shown in Figure 2.15

Figure 2.15 Geometry of the sky environment.

2.2.2 Texturing the Environment
Texturing is a process of providing color data to a mesh to represent different types of
features. For instance, a mesh of type ‘lane’ is required to visually represent a road. It is one of
the crucial elements of modeling process as it defines the visual realism of the scene. One of the
very useful features of texturing is the ability to use image textures, i.e. overlaying a mesh with an
image. For providing high virtual realism, image textures were generated for each element of
highway. One important and usually ignored feature in virtual environments is the use of realistic
textures. A human mind is very efficient in identifying patterns and hence any pattern in textures
should be avoided. Also, very clean and shining textures usually portray negative visual realism
as they do not resemble real life objects, which are usually scuffed and worn.
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One of the basic requirements of image textures is some kind of data that informs the
mesh about how to overlay an image on itself. This data is termed as a “UV Map” [34]. A UV
map is a 2-dimensional coordinate data with U and V axis, aligned with two perpendicular axis of
the image which provides information about how an image is overlaid on a mesh. Each
coordinate of the mesh in world coordinate frame must have an image in the UV coordinate frame
to be able to render an image over its geometry. The process of generating UV maps is often
termed as “UV Unwrapping”. To texture the roadway, different texturing processes were used
and were defined as a Python script to automate the process of texturing. An illustration of UV
map and image texturing is shown in Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.16 An illustration of UV map (right) and corresponding image texture (left)

The majority of the textures used in the creation of the simulation models are just single
image overlays on a mesh, making it efficient to render in real time during simulations. Some
special textures are however used, which are not just single image overlay on a mesh and are
shown in Figures 2.17 and 2.18.
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Figure 2.17 Texture illustration for median and terrain

Figure 2.18 Texture illustration for tree and other transparent objects.
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Using the similar texturing process, a library of “highway decorators” is created to allow
automated additions on the model. An off/on ramp template is also included in the library to
mimic entry and exits on highway. The entire library of 3-D models is shown in Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19 A library of 3-D models created for highway signs, vegetation and off/on ramp

2.3 Creation of Transformation metric
This section defines a transformation metric to be used for transforming the Baseline
Geometry into Transformed Geometry. In general terms, it essentially refers to a path in world
coordinate system which the Baseline Geometry is intended to follow. The profile of the curve
decides the radius of curvature and gradient of the highway at a particular location. Hence it is
essential to generate a curve which is sufficiently smooth and can be generated parametrically
using random parameters. For the same purpose, a NURBS (Non-uniform Rational B-splines) is
used to generate the transformation metric. NURBS are widely used in CAD applications for
representing curves and surfaces. Section 2.2.1 explains the mathematical model behind NURBS
and how they serve the purpose for a transformation metric in this study.
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2.3.1 NURBS Mathematical Model
A NURBS curve can be defined by three essential parameters: its order, a set of control
points, and a vector of knots. It utilizes B-spline basis functions usually denoted by 𝑁𝑖,𝑛 (𝑢),
where 𝑖 and 𝑛 correspond to the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ control point and degree of the basis function respectively
and 𝑢 is the parametric component of the basis function. The basis function 𝑁𝑖,𝑛 (𝑢) is computed
as

𝑁𝑖,𝑛 (𝑢) = 𝑓𝑖,𝑛 (𝑢)𝑁𝑖,𝑛−1 (𝑢) + 𝑔𝑖+1,𝑛 (𝑢)𝑁𝑖+1,𝑛−1 (𝑢)

(2.19)

where 𝑓𝑖,𝑛 and 𝑔𝑖,𝑛 are defined as:
𝑓𝑖,𝑛 =

𝑢 − 𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖+𝑛 − 𝑘𝑖

(2.20)

𝑔𝑖,𝑛 =

𝑘𝑖+𝑛 − 𝑢
𝑘𝑖+𝑛 − 𝑘𝑖

(2.21)

Here 𝑁𝑖,0 (𝑢) is a piecewise constant function valuing 1 between two knot-spans (𝑘𝑖 ). It is set to
zero everywhere else.
A weighted computation of basis spline functions between control points makes a
NURBS curve take the following form

𝐶(𝑢) =

∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑁𝑖,𝑛 (𝑢)𝑤𝑖 𝑃𝑖
∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑁𝑖,𝑛 (𝑢)𝑤𝑖

(2.22)

It can be noted from Equation 2.22 that 𝑁𝑖,𝑛 (𝑢) is only non-zero in a small region around 𝑃𝑖
providing local support and hence making it a suitable curve geometry for this study. Blender
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provides a built-in module to generate NURBS profiles using standard parameters defined above.
Figure 2.20 illustrates a NURBS profile generated in Blender using control point definitions.

Figure 2.20 A representation of NURBS curve in Blender illustrating control points and the
resulting curve.

2.3.2 Parametric NURBS Profile
To generate a random profile for the highway geometry, a 6th order NURBS profile
defined by Equations 2.19-2.22, with unit-weighted control points was used. The control points
are defined according to the following equations.
𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖−1 + 〈𝐷, 𝐶𝑖 , 𝐺𝑖 〉

(2.23)

Where:
𝑛𝐷𝑐 (𝑛 + 1)𝐷𝑐
,
]
𝐷
𝐷

(2.24)

𝑛𝐷𝑔 (𝑛 + 1)𝐷𝑔
𝐺𝑖 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚(−𝐺, 𝐺) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ [
,
]
𝐷
𝐷

(2.25)

𝑝0 = ⟨0,0,0⟩

(2.26)

𝐷 = min(𝐷𝑔 , 𝐷𝑐 )

(2.27)

𝐶𝑖 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚(−𝐶, 𝐶) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡

∀𝑖 ∈[
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and 𝑛 ∈ ℤ.
The terms 𝐶, 𝐺, 𝐷𝑔 , 𝐷𝑐 are defined as equivalent curvature input, grade input, and a decimation
for grade and curvature changes respectively. The terms 𝐷𝑔 and 𝐷𝑐 are essentially inversely
proportional to the frequency of changes in grade and curvature respectively.
The curve equations defined in Equations 2.23-2.27 can be analyzed for a worst-case
scenario providing an approximate value of minimum radius and maximum grade that will be
achieved by the random geometry. Figure 2.21 shows a worst case scenario of a planar NURBS
profile achieved in a region.

Figure 2.21 A worst case profile of NURBS curve defined in this study

The approximate value of minimum radius and maximum gradient can be analyzed using
this geometry as
𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 >

𝐷2
2𝐶

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 <

(2.28)

𝐺
𝐷

(2.29)
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To impose the constraints of minimum radius and maximum grade on this profile of roadway
geometry, the following range was chosen for 𝐶 and 𝐺.
𝐺 𝜖 [0, %𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐷]

𝐶𝜖 [0,

𝐷2
]
2𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

(2.30)

(2.31)

Here 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 and %𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 are defined by roadway geometric considerations. The user is allowed to
define the numbers in the above range resulting in a diverse geometry ranging from flat to highly
curvy and hilly.

2.4 Transformed Geometry
A point in the Baseline Geometry 𝑝𝑏 = 〈𝑥𝑏 , 𝑦𝑏 , 𝑧𝑏 〉 can be easily mapped to its counter
image point in the Transformed Geometry 𝑝𝑡 = 〈𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑧𝑡 〉 using the following constraints.

1.

The distance of 𝑝𝑏 along the direction of road in Baseline Geometry (x-axis) is

equal to the distance of 𝑝𝑡 in Transformed Geometry along the path.
𝑠 = 𝑥𝑏
2.

(2.32)

The relative orientation of a point to centerline in Baseline Geometry should be

same as relative orientation of a point to the centerline path in Transformed Geometry. Hence the
vector from 𝑝𝑏 to centerline can be represented as

𝑣𝑏 = 𝑝𝑏 − 〈𝑥𝑏 , 0,0〉
⃗⃗⃗⃗

(2.33)

𝑣𝑏 = 𝑦𝑏 𝑗̂ + 𝑧𝑏 𝑘̂
⃗⃗⃗⃗

(2.34)
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The vector from Transformed Geometry to centerline path can be represented by the following
equation:

𝑣𝑡 = 𝑝𝑡 − 𝑝𝑐
⃗⃗⃗

(2.35)

Where 𝑝𝑐 = 〈𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑧𝑐 〉 is the coordinate of the centerline corresponding to the distance 𝑠 = 𝑥𝑏
The constraint on similar relative location of Baseline Geometry with respect to
centerline (x-axis) and Transformed Geometry with respect to path implies that:

𝑣𝑡 = 𝑦𝑏 𝑗̂𝑠 + 𝑧𝑏 𝑘̂𝑠
⃗⃗⃗

(2.36)

Here 𝑗̂𝑠 and 𝑘̂𝑠 represent unit vectors in the path coordinate frame at distance 𝑠 = 𝑥𝑏 and can be
represented as a transformation of unit vectors in the world coordinate frame. The equation
governing transformation between world coordinate frame and path coordinate frame at a given
distance can be represented by the following equation.

⏞
𝑖̂𝑠
⏞1
[ 𝑗̂𝑠 ] = [0
0
𝑘̂𝑠

𝑅|𝑠
𝑅𝑥

⏞cos 𝜃
0
0
𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅ − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 ∅] [ 0
𝑠𝑖𝑛 ∅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅ − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

𝑅𝑦

0
1
0

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 ⏞cos 𝜑
0 ] [𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
0

𝑅𝑧

− 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑
0

0 𝑖̂
0] [ 𝑗̂ ]
1 𝑘̂
(2.37)

Where ∅, 𝜃, 𝜑 represent the roll, pitch and yaw of the path at distance 𝑠 = 𝑥𝑏 respectively.
As a result of Equations 2.32-2.37, a mapping database is obtained from Baseline
Geometry to Transformed Geometry. Blender allows users to create a shallow copy of both the
geometries in a model and reflecting changes made in one to the other. The operation is termed as
“Curve Modifier” in Blender nomenclature.
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2.5 Implementation of AASHTO Design Guidelines
Design guidelines presented in Section 2.1 imposes constraints on designers to
investigate vegetation locations and optimize curve/grade profiles on the highway. This section
emphasizes on application of these constraints on the highway model to follow design guidelines.
The two main constraints imposed on the model are availability of sufficient width at clear zones
and the availability of adequate sight distance at all points on the highway. The methods used to
impose these constraints are explained below.

2.5.1 Application of Clear-zone Concept
Vegetation is added onto the shoulder and median profiles using clear-zones defined in
Section 2.1.3. A “weight-paint” feature of Blender is used to provide a density metric to mesh
vertices which can support vegetation by adding rules to the python script. Figure 2.22 illustrates
the weight-paint on the highway mesh geometry depending on clear zones.

Figure 2.22 A weight paint demonstration on the highway geometry.
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2.5.2 Highway Alignment using Ray Casting Method
The term “Highway Alignment” is the process of optimizing horizontal and vertical
profile of a highway. In this study, highway alignment is constrained by providing Stopping Sight
Distance along the whole highway geometry. It can be seen in Figures 2.23 and 2.24 that even in
the presence of radius and grade that are within critical limits, the sight can be obstructed by these
two features.

M (Modal
Coordinate)

Obstacle
Figure 2.23 Sight obstruction due to radius of curvature

Figure 2.24 Sight obstruction due to gradient
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A Ray casting method is used to find available and required sight distance and correction
of highway geometry. Ray casting is a method used in variety of applications to test surface-line
intersections. The method was first used by Scott [35] in 1982 to describe rendering process of
consecutive solid geometries. Since then, ray casting has become a very popular approach and is
widely used in different applications like computational geometry and computer games. Ray
casting, as the name suggests, is defined as a process of casting a ray from one point to another
and testing a positive intersection with a surface. The same method is used in this study where
source and receiver points are defined at different locations on the Transformed Geometry of the
highway. The receiver is placed at a required sight distance from the source and ray casting is
performed to check if the required sight distance is available at the location of source. If the
casted ray intersects with the surface, the virtual map in this case, the transformation metric is
modified until the required sight distance is attained. The process is repeated along the road at all
points, and the required sight distance is calculated using AASHTO’s guidelines for Stopping
Sight Distance (SSD). The source and receiver are both located in the same lane and their
location can defined as:

𝑝𝑠𝑜,𝑟𝑒 = 〈𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑧𝑐 〉|𝑠 + [0

𝑌𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝑍𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 ] (𝑅𝑥 (∅𝑐 )𝑅𝑦 (𝜃𝑐 )𝑅𝑧 (𝜑𝑐 ))|

𝑠

(2.38)

Here 𝑌𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 and 𝑍𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 define the offset from centerline of the median, and s defines the
distance along the path. To follow the AASHTO guidelines for placement of source and receiver,
the values of 𝑍𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 and s were chosen as:
𝑍𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 = 3.5 𝑓𝑡. (𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒)

(2.39)

𝑍𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 = 2 𝑓𝑡. (𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟)

(2.40)
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𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 = 𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 + 𝑆𝑆𝐷

(2.41)

Where SSD is defined by AASHTO guidelines as:
𝑆𝑆𝐷 = 𝑣𝑇 + 𝑣 2 /2(𝑎 +

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
%𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒
𝑔)
100

(2.42)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅, refers to average gradient of road between source and receiver, calculated as
The term, 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒
𝑠

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ =
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒

∫𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒

+𝑆𝑆𝐷

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒(𝑠)𝑑𝑠

(2.43)

𝑆𝑆𝐷

To simulate the ray casting process over the whole geometry of highway, an iterative procedure
was used to check the available sight distance. The procedure includes a correction of the
transformation metric if available sight distance is inadequate.

Algorithm : Ray Casting Method for Highway Alignment
While Intersection = True
for 𝑠 ∈ (0, 𝐿) do
1: Calculate Source and Receiver Location
𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 𝑠
𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 = 𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 + 𝑆𝑆𝐷
𝑝𝑠𝑜,𝑟𝑒 = 〈𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑧𝑐 〉|𝑠 + [0 𝑌𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝑍𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 ] (𝑅𝑥 (∅𝑐 )𝑅𝑦 (𝜃𝑐 )𝑅𝑧 (𝜑𝑐 ))|

2:
3:

Cast a ray from Source to Receiver
If Ray Casting successful (No intersection):
𝑠 = 𝑠 + ∆𝑠
3.1 Go to Step 1

4:

If Ray Casting unsuccessful (Intersection with Road Geometry)
𝑠=𝑠
Intersection = True

𝑠
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4.1 Find Modal Coordinate (M)
4.2 if M inside Travel way
Reduce Grade
else
Increase Radius of Curvature
4.3 Update Road Geometry
4.4 Go to Step 1
5: end for

After successful implementation of the above algorithm, the Transformed Geometry will be
guided by AASHTO geometric rules for minimum available sight distance, and a viable profile
for NURBS curve will be obtained. Figures 2.25-2.27 shows the profile and sight distances of one
particular example of highway geometry before and after ray casting.

Figure 2.25 Sight Distance vs Distance on Road before and after Ray-Casting.
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Figure 2.26 Curvature vs Distance on Road for a highly curvy road.

Figure 2.27 Gradient vs Distance on Road before and after Ray Casting.
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The NURBS profile is then analyzed for final radius of curvature using numerical methods and
superelevation is added to the geometry using Equation 2.6.

2.6 Final Results
After defining the user-inputs a 3-D geometric model is achieved, which is capable of
supporting real time rendering and follows basic AASHTO design guidelines. The figures below
show different views of some of the sample 3-D models obtained.

Figure 2.28 Driver’s view at two different points on the highway geometry.

Figure 2.29 Top view of different geometries obtained by randomly-generated NURBS profile.
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Figure 2.30 A perspective view of highway geometry at two different locations.

Figure 2.31 An illustration of model parameter: Number of lanes.

Figure 2.32 An illustration of model parameters: terrain hilliness and vegetation density.
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Chapter 3
Open-Source Driving Simulator Development
This chapter outlines the basic methodology used for development of the driving
simulator. The first step towards development is to address different communication layers for
hardware and software integration. The layout is followed by assignment of sub-level simulator
tasks to each component. Finally, sub-tasks are programmed in form of scripts to support
dynamic simulations and communication. Each of these steps is explained in detail in the
following sections. Section 3.1 explains software and hardware components of the simulator
along with their functions. Section 3.2 provides a brief overview of traffic flow theory and
governing models to simulate three levels of autonomy on traffic. Finally, Section 3.3 explains
the ray-casting vehicle dynamics model used to simulate subject vehicle behavior in the driving
simulator.

3.1 Components and Layout
As stated in Section 1.3.3, this research shows demonstration of this driving simulator
setup on single as well as multi-computer setup. The use of multiple computers allows the end
user to use inexpensive computers with low-cost graphics cards by off-loading the rendering
effort to slave processors through appropriate communication. Multiple computers also allow the
user to incorporate more than 6 screens to provide visual information. On the other hand, a single
computer allows the user to save time setting up communication layers and provides easy access
to information at one location.
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3.1.1 Single computer setup
This setup uses a high-end single computer running the Ubuntu 14.04 operating system.
The system is equipped with 32 GB of RAM, Intel i7 processor, and an AMD eyefinity-supported
graphics card to display scenes on a maximum of 6 screens independently. A Blender/ROS bridge
is developed by combined utilization of Blender Python and system’s native Python to
communicate between different Blender simulations and hardware unit. Table 3.1 provides a list
of components and functions performed by each during simulations.

Table 3.1 Functions of each component in single computer setup
Component
Linux Computer
(Ubuntu 14.04)

ROS Master
(Indigo)

Functions
ROS Master
Blender simulation 1
Blender simulation 2
Receive
Driver inputs from console
Driver information display data from Blender simulation 1
Force feedback from Blender simulation 1
Send
Force feedback to driving console
Driver information display to Blender simulation 2

Blender simulation 1
(Version 2.69)

Traffic simulations
Vehicle dynamic simulations
Virtual scene rendering

Blender simulation 2
(Version 2.69)

Driver information display
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3.1.2 Multi-computer setup
This setup utilizes 5 systems running on different operating systems communicating via
ROS and Universal Datagram Protocol (UDP) messages. Figure 3.1 demonstrates different
components and communication layers used for a multi-computer setup. Each component shown
in Figure 3.1 performs a sub-level simulator task through communication over different channels.
This results in a synchronized 4-screen setup displaying essential visual information along with
two secondary displays providing additional information to the subject driver. Table 3.2 provides
a detailed list of functions performed by each component.

Figure 3.1 Components and Communication layers for a multi-computer setup
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Table 3.2 Component level functions for a multi-computer setup
Component

Functions

Master Computer
(Ubuntu 14.04)

ROS Master
Blender simulation 1

Slave Computer 1
(Ubuntu 14.04)

ROS Client 1
Blender simulation 2

Slave Computer 2
(Ubuntu 14.04)

ROS Client 2
Blender simulation 3

ROS Master
(Indigo)

Receive
Position, orientation of all dynamic objects
Send
Position, orientation of all dynamic objects to Clients

Blender simulation 1
(Version 2.69)

Traffic simulations
Vehicle dynamic simulations
Send driver information and secondary information over UDP
sockets

Blender simulation 2
(Version 2.69)
Blender simulation 3
(Version 2.69)

Virtual scene rendering for left two screens

Virtual scene rendering for right two screens

HMI Computer
(Qt GUI for cluster)

Receive driver information over UDP socket 1
Display information on cluster screen

Android Tablet
(Qt GUI for secondary
display)

Receive secondary information over UDP socket 2
Display secondary information on screen

The next sections in this chapter explain different models used for performing functions
mentioned in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 concerning traffic and subject vehicle simulations.
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3.2 Microscopic Traffic Flow Theory
Microscopic traffic flow theory [36] refers to the study of dynamics of an individual
vehicle in a flow of traffic stream. The basic parameters that are a part of microscopic traffic flow
are each vehicle’s acceleration, velocity and gaps between vehicles. The acceleration behavior of
a vehicle is usually represented by ordinary differential equations governing the speed profile of
an individual vehicle on a highway based on behavior of the vehicles around it. For the purpose
of this study, we use models from a specific field of microscopic traffic flow theory that are
named car-following models and lane-changing models. Each of these models aims to describe
specific behaviors of a vehicle as a function of its neighbors.

3.2.1 Car-Following Models
There exist several car following models [37-39] in literature, each describing vehicle’s
acceleration as a function of different parameters. In this driving simulator development, we
model three different behaviors of vehicles during car-following: 1) simulated manual driving
using Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [38], 2) adaptive cruise control (ACC) and 3) cooperative
adaptive cruise control (CACC).

3.2.1.1 Intelligent Driver Model (IDM)
The IDM is a time-continuous microscopic car-following model which relates the
acceleration of a vehicle to velocity and position of its leading vehicle. The equations governing
the dynamics of velocity are as follows:
𝑑𝑣𝑖
𝑣𝑖 4
𝑠∗ 2
= 1−( ) −( )
𝑑𝑡
𝑣𝑜
𝑠

(3.1)
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𝑠 ∗ = 𝑠𝑜 + max{0, (𝑣𝑖 𝑇 +

𝑣𝑖 ∆𝑣
2√𝑎𝑏

)}

(3.2)

where the parameters have the following definitions:
𝑇: Time headway
𝑣𝑜 : desired velocity
𝑎: maximum accleration of vehicle
𝑏: max imum comfortable decleration of vehicle
𝑠: distance from rear of leading vehicle to front of current vehicle
𝑠𝑜 : minimum gap between two vehicles

It can be noted that the IDM provides different characteristics during car following
because of its non-linear dependence on different parameters. At large distances from the leader
𝑠∗ 2

vehicle, the third term ( 𝑠 ) in the acceleration equation diminishes and thus the vehicle velocity
approaches to 𝑣𝑜 asymptotically. At high approaching rates i.e. high value of ∆𝑣, the acceleration
is dominated by the term

(𝑣∆𝑣)2
2𝑏𝑠2

allowing the vehicle to compensate for velocity differences while

experiencing a comfortable deceleration, 𝑏. Also, at small distances and negligible velocity
difference, the acceleration can be approximated by

−𝑎(𝑠𝑜 +𝑣𝑇)2
,
𝑠2

which essentially resembles a

repulsive force compensating for small distances. This allows the vehicle to approach an
equilibrium distance from a leading vehicle.
The parameters of IDM to describe the real-world behavior of human drivers are
estimated in study [7]. They obtained test data from highway driving and matched acceleration
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profiles to force IDM to behave in the same manner as human drivers do. The parameters
obtained from [7] are provided in Table 3.3

Table 3.3 Human driving parameters for the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM)
Parameter
T
a

Value for human
driving in SI units
1.59
1.57

b
s0

2.5
2.2

3.2.1.2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Adaptive Cruise Control is an additional assistance system that modifies typical cruise
control systems, allowing vehicles to maintain a safe distance from the leading vehicle even if the
leading vehicle is operating slower than the cruise control setpoint speed. This system uses an onboard LiDAR/Radar or visual sensors to determine the distance from the ACC vehicle to the
nearest leading vehicle. The velocity of the leading vehicle is observed using sensor data or by
processing position measurements to obtain numerical velocities. ACC controllers are based on
several control blocks that deal with dynamics of different components of the vehicle: powertrain,
braking, and throttle subsystems. Hence, it is not straightforward to use the real controller for an
ACC system in a traffic simulation environment. The PATH research [40] used experimental data
from ACC-equipped vehicles to create simplistic models that can be used for traffic simulations
that involve ACC vehicles. The model expresses the vehicles acceleration as a function of leading
vehicle properties and essentially resembles a PD controller:
𝑑𝑣𝑖
= 𝑘1 (𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑣𝑖 𝑇) + 𝑘2 (𝑣𝑖+1 − 𝑣𝑖 )
𝑑𝑡

(3.3)
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In order to calculate gains 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 , experimental data from commercially-equipped ACC Nissan
Infinity M56s were used for model fitting. Equation 3.4 shows an error function between the
simulated speed and experimental speed. This error function was minimized to obtain values for
the PD gains.
min 𝑇
∫ ( |𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 − 𝑣𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 |)𝑑𝑡
𝑘1 , 𝑘2 0

(3.4)

From this technique, the PATH study obtained values of gains: 𝑘1 = 0.23 and 𝑘2 = 0.07 [40].
The PATH study also expressed that these gains are carefully designed by automotive
manufacturers to take into consideration driver acceptability and smooth performance. A change
in these gains to improve string stability may have adverse effects on other aspects.
In this thesis, a similar model is used to represent ACC-equipped vehicles in the driving
simulator. It should also be noted that this approximate dynamic model of ACC vehicles is
estimated for speed following at highway speeds, and this approximation does not take into
account any high deceleration of a leading vehicle, which might result in a rear-end collision
during simulations. To prevent this scenario, a safe-distance time gap criteria is added to the
model as defined in Equation 3.5.
𝑇>

𝑣𝑖
𝑣𝑖+1 2
) }
{1 − (
2𝑏
𝑣𝑖

(3.5)

where b represents the maximum comfortable deceleration with typical values ranging from 2.5-3
m/s2.
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3.2.1.3 Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC)
An addition to ACC controllers, CACC vehicle simulations are needed in the
experiments that this thesis enables. CACC is the next generation of longitudinal control
architecture, and its primary improvement over ACC is that it utilizes vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communications to obtain and utilize more accurate information from leading vehicles. The most
commonly used communication modality for CACC is the use of Dedicated Short-Range
Communication (DSRC) radios, which allow excellent short-range communication over IEEE
802.11p. The same study used for describing ACC behavior [40], also approximated CACC
controllers using first-order lag dynamics for velocity. This behavior is represented
mathematically as:
𝑖
𝑣𝑡+∆𝑡
= 𝑣𝑡𝑖 + 𝑘𝑝 (𝑥𝑡𝑖+1 −𝑥𝑡𝑖 −𝑣𝑡𝑖 𝑇) + 𝑘𝑑 (𝑣𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑣𝑡𝑖 )

(3.6)

Here 𝑖 represents the current vehicle and 𝑖 + 1 represents its leading vehicle. The gains 𝑘𝑝 and
𝑘𝑑 define equivalent proportional and derivative control gains. In the PATH study, 𝑘𝑝 and 𝑘𝑑
were calculated [40] as 0.45 and 0.25 respectively using experimental results and minimizing a
similar error cost function as shown in Equation 3.4. The speed function was matched with real
behavior of vehicles providing a root mean square error of about 0.1046 m/s.

3.2.1.4 Traffic Behavior Analysis
In order to understand the different characteristics presented by each traffic model, it is
essential to simulate their behavior under different situations to check their abilities in simulating
traffic behavior. The abilities of each model were tested by simulating three behaviors: speed
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following with single leader, speed following with a platoon, and stop-and-go behavior. The
results from these simulations are shown in Figures 3.2 -3.12.
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Figure 3.2 Effect of nominal speed changes in leading vehicle on follower using IDM
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Figure 3.3 Effect of nominal speed changes in leading vehicle on follower using ACC
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Figure 3.4 Effect of nominal speed changes in leading vehicle on follower using CACC
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It can be observed from Figures 3.2 to 3.4 that the efficiency of speed following increases
as the automation level is increased from human driving to ACC, and then to CACC. However, it
is important to analyze how speed changes in the main leader is passed on to the last follower i.e.
behavior of a string of vehicles. A promising metric to analyze the stability of a string is to check
the ability of vehicles to maintain constant time gaps from their respective leaders under small
speed changes. Figures 3.5 to 3.10 show the results obtained from simulations of platooning
behavior on a string of 10 vehicles under different controllers. Each string is initialized with every
vehicle at same speed and a constant time gap from their leader (Humans = 1.59 seconds, ACC =
1.1 seconds, CACC = 0.6 seconds).
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Figure 3.5 Velocity vs Time during platooning behavior of Intelligent Driver Model
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Figure 3.6 Time gap vs Time during platooning behavior of Intelligent Driver Model
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Figure 3.7 Velocity vs Time during platooning behavior of ACC model
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Figure 3.8 Time gap vs Time during platooning of ACC Model

One can observe from Figures 3.5 -3.8 that both IDM and ACC models do not respond efficiently
during a platooning task. This attests to the fact that human drivers and ACC models do not
contribute to improvements in highway congestion. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 shows how CACC
models perform efficiently during platooning and are able to maintain a constant time gap
between consecutive vehicles, even under speed changes.
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Figure 3.9 Velocity vs Time during platooning behavior of CACC model
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Figure 3.10 Time gap vs Time during platooning of ACC Model
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The next simulation results show a comparative analysis of IDM and CACC models
during stop-and-go behaviors. Stop-and-go behavior is one of the main factors contributing
towards propagation of highway congestion. It can be observed from Figures 3.11 and 3.12 that
CACC performs efficiently and quickly recovers to free flow speed as compared to IDM which
tends to take a much longer time in recovering from a stop-and-go situation.
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Figure 3.11 Velocity vs Time for 10 vehicles using IDM under stop-and-go event
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Figure 3.12 Velocity vs Time for 10 vehicles using CACC under stop-and-go event
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The results from simulations illustrate that the efficiency of traffic models in following
speed changes of leading vehicle increases from IDM (i.e. human driving) to ACC, and further to
CACC traffic. With this understanding, it is concluded that the end-user defining traffic scenarios
should take into consideration the behavior of each model and assign controllers to each vehicle
wisely. Once car-following models are established, each model is assigned with a decisionmaking model for lane changes as defined in the next section.

3.2.2 Lane Changing Model: MOBIL
The lane-changing model used in this thesis is the MOBIL algorithm. MOBIL stands for
minimizing overall braking decelerations induced by lane changes. It defines two conditions for a
vehicle to check before doing a lane changing action. The first condition defines an “incentive
criterion” which is a measure of attractiveness of the potential new target lane. The second
condition defines a “safety criterion” which decides if a lane change can be performed without
rear collisions.

Figure 3.13 Demonstration of a lane change scenario used for MOBIL decisions
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The incentive criterion is defined by the following condition:

𝑎′ (𝑐) − 𝑎(𝑐) + 𝑝{𝑎′ (𝑓) − 𝑎(𝑓) + 𝑎′ (𝑓 ′ ) − 𝑎(𝑓 ′ )} > ∆𝑎𝑡ℎ

(3.7)

Where the ( ′ ) sign indicates conditions after lane changes and variables are defined as:
𝑎(𝑐): acceleration in current lane
𝑎′ (𝑐): potential acceleration after lane change
𝑎(𝑓): acceleration of follower in current lane
𝑎′ (𝑓): acceleration of current follower after lane change
𝑎′ (𝑓 ′ ): acceleration of new follower after lane change
𝑎(𝑓 ′ ): acceleration of new follower before lane change
∆𝑎𝑡ℎ ∶ threshold incentive acceleration
𝑝: Politeness factor
The safety criterion is defined based on no rear-end collisions on lane change and not inducing
high decelerations for the new follower. It is represented by the following condition:
𝑎′ (𝑓 ′ ) > −𝑏𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒

(3.8)

The estimation of accelerations of the leader and follower in the potential new lane is done by the
active acceleration model of each vehicle during simulation.
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3.2.3 Implementation on Blender
To implement the above-defined traffic flow theories in a simulation environment, many
different vehicle 3-D models representing cars and trucks were used. A library of 3-D models
obtained from TurboSquid (www.turbosquid.com) was used in this study. A Python controller
was developed for each vehicle presented in Appendix B. The controller incorporates a simulated
multi-directional LiDAR sensor using a Blender sensor known as “Near sensor”, which provides
indices of all the vehicles present in the vicinity of current vehicle using a user-defined range.
Each vehicle stores its current information in a dynamic database in form of global “dictionary”
variables in Python and can be accessed by other vehicles if needed. Based on “Near” sensor
indices, the nearest neighbor in each lane is obtained by filtering out information based on
positions of surrounding neighbors. Once the information about leaders and followers is obtained
in each lane, the vehicle controller accesses the variables needed for its specific controller (IDM,
CACC or ACC) and calculates its acceleration, velocity and position and updates the position of
3-D model in the virtual environment. Figure 3.14 shows the overall structure of vehicle
controller for simulation.

Figure 3.14 Python controller structure of an individual vehicle.
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Figures 3.15-3.18 show different instances during traffic simulations in blender virtual
environment.

Figure 3.15 An image captured during traffic simulations

Figure 3.16 A view of traffic from the inside of a truck cabin
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Figure 3.17 An instance of a vehicle performing cut-in action in front

Using scripted scenarios that define time- and trigger-based events, simulations can also
be created that enable complex CACC scenarios like entering a platoon. A demonstration of the
same is shown in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18 Demonstration of a truck entering a platoon using scripted scenarios
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3.3 Subject Vehicle Dynamics
For the purpose of this study, we use an in-built vehicle dynamics model provided in
Blender architecture known as the “ray-casting vehicle model”. A challenge with vehicle
dynamic simulations over complex terrain is that the interaction of a tire with the underlying
surface involves either a collision of two meshes, and/or requires very fast dynamics resulting in
“stiff” differential equations that are numerically challenging to solve. Mesh collision analysis
can be tricky and often results in unstable behavior when the mesh geometry is complex. This
leads to users switching towards definitions of simple collision bounds for each model, an
approach adopted frequently for physics simulations in game engines. Ray-casting dynamics is an
interesting and innovative approach towards simulating dynamics of rigid objects without
actually working with mesh collisions or stiff dynamics. For vehicle dynamics, the ray-casting
approach avoids complexities of collisions, especially for vehicle models, by working with
floating objects representing chassis and applying forces based on distances from the ground.
Essentially, the ray-casting technique removes the tire collision dynamics and replaces this
behavior with an equivalent distance calculation performed by a computationally easy ray-casting
method. An illustration of the process is presented in Figure 3.19.

A floating chassis

𝐹2

𝐿2

𝐹1

𝐿1

Road mesh
geometry
Figure 3.19 An illustration of ray-casting vehicle dynamics using a floating chassis.
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The forces on the chassis are calculated by converting distances from road geometry into
equivalent forces using suspension and tire models. The in-built ray-casting model used in this
study assumes a constant friction force tire model combined with a linear suspension model.
More information regarding the in-built model can be found in [41], and more advanced models
are currently in development within the research group, but are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Variable-Sensitivity Visual Road Departure Warning System
The severity of a road departure event strongly depends on the features around the
roadway: trees and other “hard” fixed objects can represent a severe collision hazard, steep slopes
nearby may present rollover threats or frontal impact hazards, and sharp road-edge drop-offs may
exist that prevent high-speed road recovery. But at the same time, the near-road area may also
contain traversable shoulders and medians, such that a road departure can be a fully safe and
recoverable event, and indeed preferred by a driver who is seeking to avoid collisions within the
roadway. This research presents a simulated road departure warning system, one that is sensitive
to severity of hazards based on near-road terrain geometry analysis and subsequent threat
assessment.

4.1 The Need for Variable-Sensitivity Warnings
Road departure crashes account for more than 15,000 fatalities in the US annually and, as
this is nearly half of all vehicle fatalities, road departure is a major concern while designing most
driver assist and driver warning systems. Most road departure warning systems detect lane
departures and warn the drivers if the departure was not intentional, and some systems even take
control of the vehicle to safely maneuver the vehicle to correct positions based on lane marker
positions [42]. Few systems, however, account for the severity of departures based on threats
located near the departure location.
The severity of a road departure event strongly depends on the features around the
roadway: trees and other “hard” fixed objects represent a severe collision hazard, so much so that
departure into such objects may be worse than impending collisions into other vehicles. Steep
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slopes may be nearby the road-side, and these can often induce rollover or even frontal impact
hazards. On some roads, there are sharp road-edge drop-offs that prevent high-speed road
recovery. And in contrast to these hazards, the near-road area may also contain traversable
shoulders and medians, such that a road departure can be a fully safe and recoverable event. It is
thus clear that the severity of a road departure event depends very strongly on the location of
departure. This is well known in the highway design community, and there is even a software
system, the Roadside Safety Analysis Program (RSAP) [43], that assists in determining hazard
levels associated with road-side objects.
To serve as a solution for above-mentioned problems, this research outlines the concept
of a position-based warning system which is pre-equipped with a map with lane marker positions
and tagged threat zones based on crash severity. The alerting portion of the warning system
design is not included in this research, but it can easily be designed for a range of actions from
warning the driver to even automatically react according to nearby threats during the event of
road departure. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the
methodology for classification of near-road geometry and the geometric conditions used to assess
the threats they possess. Section 4.3 presents the results obtained in form of a threat based 3-D
map of a highway which can be turned on/off during subject tests on a driving simulator.
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4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Classification of Near-Road Geometry
Road departures on divided highways can be classified into two different types depending
on the direction of departure i.e. towards median or towards the outside edge. During the event of
a departure towards either side of the highway, a vehicle is first exposed to an angled pavement
drop-off that is sometimes present due to the transition to a paved surface to a gravel or soil
surface. While guidelines are provided by highway management authorities towards maintenance
of pavement edges, factors like weather conditions and new asphalt overlay etc. can produce
sharp drop-offs of varying degrees, sometimes so large that safe recovery onto the roadway is not
possible at speed. Such drop-offs thus possess a possible threat for vehicles.
The roadway geometry beyond the shoulder of highway may exhibit a great diversity.
Upon leaving the shoulder, a vehicle may encounter a barrier, a fore slope, a back slope, or a
parallel ditch, which represents a fore slope followed by a back slope. The behavior of a vehicle
outside the shoulder is highly dependent of geometry of these features. For example, a vehicle
encountering a steep fore slope has higher chances of roll-over as compared to a flatter fore slope.
One significant difference between two types of departure is the influence of median
width for departures taking place at the median end. While a flatter fore slope or back slope
generally provides high chances of recovery, the same might not hold true if the median width is
low. A low median width may increase the chances of a possible cross-over crash where a vehicle
traverses over the median and enters the opposite travel lane, resulting in a possible collision with
a vehicle travelling in the opposite direction. Such accidents are particularly severe, and thus
highway designers are sensitive to provide flattened, traversable medians only in locations with
sufficient median width for a vehicle to come to a stop.
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Hence, essential near-road geometries that affect the behavior of vehicle during road
departures. The geometries considered in this study can be classified into four categories as
follows:





Barriers
Pavement Edge Drop-off
Outside Edge fore slope/back slope
Median width and slope

As mentioned above, the different geometries of these features can result in significantly different
behaviors of the vehicle. Thus, it is essential to understand how the above-defined categories can
affect the vehicle behavior during the event of road departure. The next section presents an
assessment of threats possessed by above-mentioned features as a function of their geometric
parameters.

4.2.2 Threat Assessment of near-road features
Barriers
Collision with barriers or fixed objects have been estimated to be the cause of over 30%
of highway crashes according to a study conducted on Pennsylvania highways [44]. Depending
on the geometry and type of barrier, different collisions can result in different type of crashes. For
instance, a barrier-like guard rail, which is essentially installed to prevent more severe crashes,
can penetrate through the vehicle if its height is too high, or can cause the vehicle to roll over it if
the height too low. To understand the threat associated with these barriers during crash, it is
necessary to classify their geometry into parameters available in the highway 3-D model.
Based on RSAP crash data analysis, we subdivided fixed objects into the following
categories or also termed as features according to RSAP nomenclature.
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Guard rails
Rectangular shaped object
Round object
Trees
Utility Poles
A guard rail crash analysis was studied based on different vehicle simulations in [45] and

crash severity was analyzed based on heights of the guard rail. They deduced the result that
reduction or increment in guard rails’ height by 45-70 mm from its standard value (1.1 + 0.08 m)
greatly reduces the effectiveness and imparts a potential threat to it. For the other four types of
objects, RSAP crash data analysis was used to provide a threat index for each of these features.
RSAP provides an average severity index associated with each feature type based on their
geometric parameters. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 presents Normalized Average Severity index and our
risk assessment regions for these features in terms of their geometric parameters, where
Normalized Average Severity index for a particular feature is defined as:

(𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥)𝑖
𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥)𝑖

max
𝑖∈(𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒)(𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

(4.1)

where 𝑖 corresponds to a particular object of one feature.
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Figure 4.1 Normalized Average Severity of Crash Injuries vs height of guard rails and rectangular
objects.
(Data Source [43])

Figure 4.2 Normalized Average Severity Index of Crash Injuries vs diameter of round objects,
trees and utility poles.
(Data Source [43])
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Based on Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the following algorithm was used to color-shade the barrier
objects in a 3-D roadway simulation model.

Algorithm 1: Threat Assessment of Barriers
for ( i = 1 to Number of obstacles on road side) do
5: Check Category of obstacle
6: Calculate the associated geometrical parameter
7: Find the position of feature in respective figures
8: Color=Color from Map
9:
end for

Pavement Edge Drop-off
Pavement edge drop-offs, according to a study [46], have been estimated to be the cause
of 30% of fatal collisions on two-lane rural roads. These collisions include the phenomenon of
tire scrubbing when the tire sidewall is forced into the side of edge drop-off [47]. During a dropoff event at the pavement edge, the chances of vehicle recovering safely back to the travel way
depend on geometrical parameters like drop-off height, shape of the pavement edge, and on the
lateral velocity of the vehicle during the time of contact. While it is possible to recover safely on
some edges by providing the correct steering inputs to the vehicle, some pavement edges offer no
chance of full-speed recovery once a tire has passed over a drop-off. Thus, a warning system
sensitive to geometric parameters of the pavement edge can reduce possible crashes by
preventing the vehicle from dropping off edges which are non-recoverable, or by assisting in the
recovery of the vehicle by providing the correct steering and throttle input based on pavement
geometry and vehicle speed.
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Angled pavements were studied in [48], where computer-based simulations were used to
investigate different vehicle types and their ability to return to the lane after dropping the front
right tire off the pavement edge. They deduced the following design requirement for pavement
drop heights:

𝐷=

𝐻
𝛼3

(4.2)

where 𝐻 represents the drop-off height and α represents the slope of the drop. The study
determined that the parameter, D should not exceed 3.5

𝑖𝑛.
.
𝑟𝑎𝑑 3

Based on above-mentioned studies,

the following algorithm was used to categorize the pavement edges based on their geometric
parameters in the 3-D model.

Algorithm 2: Threat Assessment of Pavement Edges
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

for ( i = 1 to Number of faces at pavement end) do
Calculate the parameter(D) for the pavement face
If (D>3.5)
Risk = ‘High’
Color = [1 0 0] (Red)
else if (D<3.5 and D>2)
Risk =’Medium’
Color = [1 1 0] (Yellow)
else
Risk = ‘Low’
Color=[0 1 0] (Green)
Color the adjacent lateral faces with same color
end for
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Outside edge fore slope/ Back slope
For this study, different pre-defined geometries of fore slopes and back slopes at shoulder
end were analyzed using reports generated by RSAP (Road Safety and Assistance Program) [43]
and were given a risk rating based on ‘Average Severity’ of the accidents in the past. RSAP crash
history data was used to generate a relation between crash severities and slope geometry. The
slope geometry according to highway design nomenclature is defined as xH:yV where x
represents the half width along the road surface and y represents the depth/height of the shoulder.
The figures below represent crash severity of fore slopes and back slopes as a function of its
height and gradient.

Figure 4.3 Normalized Average Severity of Crash Injuries vs height for different
Gradients of Fore slopes. (Data Source [43])
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Figure 4.4 Normalized Average Severity of Crash Injuries vs height for different
Gradients of Back slopes. (Data Source [43])

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 were interpreted to classify the shoulder slopes on 3-D model
according to the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3: Threat Assessment of shoulder fore slopes

1: for ( i = 1 to Number of faces at shoulder end) do
2: Calculate the slope(𝑆) and height(𝐻) of the face
3: if ( |𝑆| > 3𝐻: 1𝑉 𝐚𝐧𝐝 |𝐻| > 0.15 𝑚)
4:
Risk = ‘High’
5:
Color = [1 0 0] (Red)
6: else if ( |𝑆| > 3𝐻: 1𝑉 𝐚𝐧𝐝 |𝐻| < 0.15𝑚) or ( |𝑆| > 6𝐻: 1𝑉 𝐚𝐧𝐝 |𝑆| < 3𝐻 ∶ 1𝑉)
7:
Risk =’Medium’
8:
Color = [1 1 0] (Yellow)
9: else
10:
Risk = ‘Low’
11:
Color=[0 1 0] (Green)
12: Color the adjacent faces with same color
13:
end for
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Median Width and Slope
Median-related crashes on divided highways, which include cross-median crashes and
other crashes in which one or more vehicles enter or encroach on the highway median, frequently
result in high-severity injuries and fatalities. While cross-over crashes are predominant for a
flatter slope, roll-overs account for major crashes when the median drop is steep. The slope
geometry according to highway design nomenclature is defined as xH:yV where x represents the
half width along the road surface and y represents the depth/height of the median. A study [49]
relating cross-over crashes with median width concluded that most cross-over crashes result in
medians of width less than 60 feet (18.3 m); however, no linear correlation was developed
between median width and cross-over crashes. Another study [50] regarding roll over crashes on
medians using vehicle dynamics simulations suggested that a medians steeper than 5H:1V are
more likely to cause roll-over crashes. Finally, crash data analysis on Utah and Illinois rural
highways [51] found that the cross-median crash rate was significantly lower for median widths
of more than 85 feet (25.9 m). Based on above-mentioned studies, the following algorithm was
used to define safe, medium risk and high-risk zones on medians on 3-D model in this study.
Algorithm 4: Threat Assessment of Medians
1: for ( i = 1 to Number of faces at Median end) do
2: Calculate the slope(𝑆) and width(𝑊) of the median
3: if (|𝑆| > 5𝐻: 1𝑉 𝐨𝐫 𝑊 < 18.288 𝑚)
4:
Risk = ‘High’
5:
Color = [1 0 0] (Red)
6: else if ( |𝑆| > 8𝐻: 1𝑉 𝐚𝐧𝐝 |𝑆| < 5𝐻: 1𝑉) or (W>18.288 m and W<25.9 m) and (Risk ≠
‘High’)
7:
Risk =’Medium’
8:
Color = [1 1 0] (Yellow)
9: else if (Risk ≠ ‘High’ or ‘Medium’)
10:
Risk = ‘Low’
11:
Color=[0 1 0] (Green)
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12:
13:

Color the adjacent lateral faces with same color
end for

4.3 Results
A risk assessment of each geometry was followed by identification of geometries on a 3-D
highway geometric model and then categorizing them according to their geometry as defined in the
algorithms (1-4). The geometries were shaded with a color code representing levels of risk. The
following figures represent 3-D render results of different types of geometry that have been tagged
according to the threats they possess.

Figure 4.5 A representation of 3-D model along with its tagged threat-based map.
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Figure 4.6 A representation of tagged shoulder and median geometries.
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Figure 4.7 A segment of highway representing different types of median and shoulder geometries
tagged according to threat zones.
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Figure 4.8 A segment of highway representing pavement and shoulder threat assessment based on
their risk assessment.

Figure 4.9 A segment of highway representing high and medium risk utility poles.
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Figure 4.10 A segment of highway representing rectangular and round objects tagged with their
associated risk.
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Figure 4.11 A segment of highway representing high and medium risk guardrails tagged
according to their threat assessment.

One can see that the risk associated with highway geometry is strongly dependent on the
road departure location, and the displays above could serve as a secondary visual warning for the
driver in addition to pre-installed primary warning system. The warning system can be designed
to behave differently under different conditions based on stored database with information about
near-road threats, possible crash types such as rollover/crossover accidents, crashes or impending
collisions depending on near-road geometry, and predicted severity of accidents in case of road
departure or road edge drop-offs.
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Chapter 5
Future Work
This thesis emphasized on three main domains of a driving simulator: 1) development of
a parametric highway model, 2) utilizing different tools to perform user-defined dynamic
simulations and 3) a variable-sensitivity warning system design. This chapter discusses next steps
worth pursuing for future research on each domain, which can further enhance the fidelity and
flexibility of the driving simulator.

5.1 Highway model
The model presented in Chapter 2 deals with highway geometries with only entry/exit
ramps. The next step towards improvement over this model will be to include more parametric
features such as bridges and intersections. Also, the current model is designed on a rural setting
i.e. the terrain consists of landscapes and trees, but not buildings. One possible improvement to
increase the domain of the model is to automate the generation of features for more urban
environments.
Once the parametric model is capable to mimic most features found on highways, it can
also be used for parameter estimation from actual highways using a promising technology such as
LiDAR scans of roads and building a virtual environment from the same.
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5.2 Traffic and Subject Vehicle simulations
The mathematical models presented in Chapter 3 provide a capability to generate mixed
and autonomous traffic environments. However, to generate specific CACC scenarios such as
entering and exiting platoons, the creation of a string of many vehicles still requires some work in
the areas of programming this traffic pattern. A GUI allowing the end-user to create these
scenarios without moving into source code needs to be created.
Further, the subject vehicle dynamics is simulated using a built-in ray casting vehicle
model which is driven by constant force tire models. Work is still undergoing in the Intelligent
Vehicles and Systems Group under the supervision of Dr. Brennan to include more sophisticated
tire models in this in-built Blender feature. Completion of this research will allow the subject
vehicle to correctly simulate vehicle dynamics and even react towards different friction
coefficients which can be defined on the model geometry.

5.3 Warning system
The scope of this analysis was limited to static threats based on near-road features
mentioned in Section 4.1, and did not include dynamics associated with vehicles during
departure. There are many severe road-departure accidents which result due to associated
dynamic state of the vehicle: a slope that may be safe to traverse in the downward direction may
not be safe to traverse in the upward direction. The next step towards this simulated warning
system is dynamic threat assessment of the features mentioned in this research.
At present, it is very difficult to determine relationships between crash outcomes and
highway geometries, simply because older crash databases were not coded to a road departure
location. Further, even in situations where such coding does occur, the maps of near-road
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geometry are today only being formed. Thus, the synergistic analysis presented in this research
could serve not only the vehicle chassis control community, but also the accident analysis and
prevention communities and highway design communities.
While this work is the first step of a warning system based on severity of potential
accidents resulting from road departure, it can also be modified to perform with different levels of
interference. This interference level can range from a simple display, to a warning system, to
driver assistance, and finally to complete trajectory control independent of driver inputs.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Python code to generate highway model in Blender
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

##############################################################################
########
Blender Python script to generate a highway model
#########
########
Blender v2.69
#########
########
Created by: Prashant Arora
#########
########
Supervised by: Dr. Sean N. Brennan (Penn State)
#########
########
#########
########
If you plan to use this script in your work
#########
########
please include this header on top
#########
##############################################################################
Import the standard blender Library (bpy). This gives access to all the functio
ns in Blender
import bpy
# To work to arrays, Python has an inbuilt module numpy to make things easier. Numpy allows calculating norms, slopes
etc. We use a shorthand np to denote numpy
import numpy as np
# Math module gives access to all math functions.. example sin and cos
import math
# os provides access to working with directories in the system
import os
# random module provides ability to generate random numbers. Three main random g
enerating functions are uniform(floats), randrange(integers) and choice (from a
set)
import random

# We need to be in Top view for projecting textures on the meshes.
for area in bpy.context.screen.areas:
if area.type=="VIEW_3D":
area.spaces[0].region_3d.view_matrix=np.identity(4)
bpy.ops.wm.redraw_timer(type='DRAW_WIN_SWAP', iterations=1)
# Remove any objects already present in the scene.
# Blender default starts with a cube, light source and a camera.
# We delete them all (or things from previous scenes)
for object in bpy.data.objects:
object.select=True
bpy.ops.object.delete(use_global=True)

# We define all the user Inputs here
CL=12
# Crossection Length (Not to be changed..)
L=60*0.3048/2
# Median Width/2
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42. MA=5*3.14/180
# Median Angle from vertical (+ve V, ve A) (this is just an initial angle, does not affect the geometry in the end)
43. h=0 # Grass Height on median (if you want a vertical offset of median from the
roadway)
44. n=3
# Number of Lanes
45. # Define the width of different features on road
46. Left_Shoulder_Width=1.5
47. SolidYellow=0.15
48. LaneWidth=3.7
49. DashedWhite=0.15
50. RightShoulder=3.7
51. GravelWidth=1
# Width of Gravel mesh
52. GravelDepth=0.2 # Depth of Gravel from lane planes
53. N_Dashed=1 # Number of white dashed lines in the crossection length defined abo
ve
54. Road_Length=10000
# Road Length in meters
55. # Number of Off Ramps and their locations. Add more variables if needed
56. N_Off=3
57. Loc_0=2000
58. Loc_1=4000
59. Loc_2=8000.
60. Loc_3=0
61. # These inputs define the landscape properties like height and vegetation
62. LandscapeHeight=30 # Landscape Height in meters
63. LandscapeSize=500
# Landscape Size in meters(Square Mesh)
64. TreeLength=100 # Length of Trees(Variable/100)
65. TreeCount=200 # Number of Trees on one Landscape
66.
67. #We add a camera object to the scene at this location (This is just for referenc
e and this camera is not used for simulations)
68.
69. bpy.context.scene.cursor_location=[0,-22,2]
70. bpy.ops.object.camera_add()
71. bpy.context.scene.objects.active.rotation_euler=[90*3.14/180,0,-90*3.14/180]
72. bpy.data.objects["Camera"].data.clip_end=Road_Length
73. bpy.ops.object.lamp_add(type='SUN')
74.
75. # We define a function createobject which takes a list of vertices and faces and
creates a mesh
76.
77. def createobject(name,origin,vertices,faces):
78.
#Create a new mesh
79.
Mesh=bpy.data.meshes.new(name+'mesh')
80.
#Create a new object
81.
Object=bpy.data.objects.new(name,Mesh)
82.
#Blender works with context and scenes. To add an object to present scene we
need to link the object to it
83.
scn = bpy.context.scene
84.
scn.objects.link(Object)
85.
scn.objects.active = Object
86.
Object.select = True
87.
Mesh.from_pydata(vertices,[],faces)
88.
Mesh.update()
89.
return Object
90.
91. # Provide locations of all textures. We use a name based scheme to prevent keepi
ng track of indices
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92. # Make sure to point the current directory where the "Files" folder is located.
93.
94. os.chdir("/media/simuser/UNTITLED")
95. grass = os.path.expanduser('//Files/BakedGrassTexture.png')
96. lane = os.path.expanduser('//Files/LaneTest.png')
97. solidwhite = os.path.expanduser('//Files/solidwhite.png')
98. dashedwhite = os.path.expanduser('//Files/DashedWhiteTest.png')
99. solidyellow = os.path.expanduser('//Files/solidyellow.png')
100. shoulder = os.path.expanduser('//Files/shoulder.png')
101. gravel = os.path.expanduser('//Files/gravel.png')
102. grass_landscape = os.path.expanduser('//Files/BakedGrassTexture.png')
103. Noise = os.path.expanduser('//Files/Noise.jpg')
104. Soil = os.path.expanduser('//Files/Soil.jpg')
105.
106. # This function adds materials to the object based on their names
107. def addmaterial(name):
108.
109. # Get access to the object on which materials is added
110.
object=bpy.context.scene.objects.active
111. # Switch to edit mode to get access to vertices and faces.. Object mode only dea
ls with final geometry
112.
bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
113. # Some special properties for landscape grass.. need 2 textures on this
114.
if name=='grass_landscape':
115.
bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
116.
bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
117. # This is a way to project a mesh and get a UV map
118.
for area in bpy.context.screen.areas:
119.
if area.type == 'VIEW_3D':
120.
for region in area.regions:
121.
if region.type == 'WINDOW':
122.
override = {'area': area, 'region': region, 'edit_object
': bpy.context.edit_object}
123.
bpy.ops.uv.project_from_view(override, orthographic=True
, correct_aspect=True, clip_to_bounds=False, scale_to_bounds=True)
124. # Create a new material instance
125.
material = bpy.data.materials.new(name)
126. # Assign the material to object
127.
object.data.materials.append(material)
128. # Create a new texture
129.
texUV = bpy.data.textures.new(name, type="IMAGE")
130. # Path of image using name
131.
image_path = eval(name)
132. # Load the image in Blender using path
133.
image = bpy.data.images.load(image_path)
134. # Pass the image to texture
135.
texUV.image = image
136. # We use a lot of transparent objects.. This line means light passes through tra
nsparent materials and does not cast a shadow
137.
material.use_transparent_shadows=True
138. # Add a texture slot fo material to hold a texture
139.
material.texture_slots.add()
140. # Once that slot is added, assign the texture created to it
141.
material.active_texture = texUV
142. # The first UV map is always named "UVMap" followed by "UVMap.001" and so on..
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143.
material.texture_slots[0].uv_layer="UVMap"
144.
material.texture_slots[0].texture_coords = "UV"
145.
material.texture_slots[0].mapping = "FLAT"
146.
material.texture_slots[0].scale=(N_Dashed,1,1)
147. # For grass_landscape we have three texture slots.. Grass.. A mask and Soil.. Th
is defines properties of all these textures
148.
if name=='grass_landscape':
149.
material.texture_slots[0].scale=(Road_Length/LandscapeSize*10,Road_
Length/LandscapeSize*10,5)
150.
material.texture_slots[0].use_map_normal=True
151.
material.texture_slots[0].normal_factor=2
152.
material.specular_intensity=0
153.
material.active_texture_index=1
154.
NoiseTex=bpy.data.textures.new('Noise',type="IMAGE")
155.
NoiseTex.image=bpy.data.images.load(Noise)
156.
material.active_texture=NoiseTex
157.
material.texture_slots[1].scale=(1,1,1)
158.
material.texture_slots[1].use_map_color_diffuse=False
159.
material.texture_slots[1].use_stencil=True
160.
material.texture_slots[1].use_rgb_to_intensity=True
161.
material.texture_slots[1].invert=True
162.
material.active_texture_index=2
163.
SoilTex=bpy.data.textures.new('Soil',type="IMAGE")
164.
SoilTex.image=bpy.data.images.load(Soil)
165.
material.active_texture=SoilTex
166.
material.texture_slots[2].scale=(Road_Length/LandscapeSize*10,Road_
Length/LandscapeSize*10,5)
167.
material.texture_slots[2].use_map_emit=True
168.
material.texture_slots[2].emit_factor=0.3
169.
material.texture_slots[2].diffuse_color_factor=0.5
170.
171. # Similar thing as done for grass_landscape..
172.
if name=='grass':
173.
material.active_texture_index=1
174.
NoiseTex=bpy.data.textures.new('Noise',type="IMAGE")
175.
NoiseTex.image=bpy.data.images.load(Noise)
176.
material.active_texture=NoiseTex
177.
material.texture_slots[1].scale=(Road_Length/1000*2,0.3,1)
178.
material.texture_slots[1].use_map_color_diffuse=False
179.
material.texture_slots[1].use_stencil=True
180.
material.texture_slots[1].use_rgb_to_intensity=True
181.
material.texture_slots[1].uv_layer="UVMap.001"
182.
material.texture_slots[1].invert=True
183.
material.active_texture_index=2
184.
SoilTex=bpy.data.textures.new('Soil',type="IMAGE")
185.
SoilTex.image=bpy.data.images.load(Soil)
186.
material.active_texture=SoilTex
187.
material.texture_slots[2].scale=(1,1,1)
188.
material.texture_slots[2].use_map_emit=True
189.
material.texture_slots[2].emit_factor=0.3
190.
material.texture_slots[2].diffuse_color_factor=0.5
191.
bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
192.
return 0
193.
194. # Once the function is created for creating objects and adding material.. We nee
d to call those functions to create objects and materials
195.
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196. # These definitions are based on coordinates defined in Table 1.1 of thesis.
197. #Create Grass Mesh
198.
199. vertices=[(0,0,-L*math.tan(MA)),(CL,0,-L*math.tan(MA)),(CL,L-h,h),(0,Lh,h),(0,L,0),(CL,L,0)]
200. faces=[(0,1,2,3),(3,2,5,4)]
201. createobject('Grass',(0,0,0),vertices,faces)
202. addmaterial('grass')
203.
204. #Add Create Left Shoulder Mesh
205. vertices=[(0,L,0),(CL,L,0),(CL,L+Left_Shoulder_Width,0),(0,L+Left_Shoulder_Width
,0)]
206. faces=[(0,1,2,3)]
207. createobject('shoulder',(0,0,0),vertices,faces)
208. addmaterial('shoulder')
209.
210. #Add Solid Yellow Line
211. vertices=[(0,L+Left_Shoulder_Width,0),(CL,L+Left_Shoulder_Width,0),(CL,L+Left_Sh
oulder_Width+SolidYellow,0),(0,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+SolidYellow,0)]
212. faces=[(0,1,2,3)]
213. createobject('solidyellow',(0,0,0),vertices,faces)
214. addmaterial('solidyellow')
215.
216. # Add n number of lanes
217. for i in range(0,n):
218.
if i==0:
219.
z=0
220.
else:
221.
z=1
222.
vertices=[(0,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+SolidYellow+i*LaneWidth+z*DashedWhite,0),
(CL,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+SolidYellow+i*LaneWidth+z*DashedWhite,0),(CL,L+Left_Sh
oulder_Width+SolidYellow+(i+1)*(LaneWidth),0),(0,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+SolidYell
ow+(i+1)*(LaneWidth),0)]
223.
faces=[(0,1,2,3)]
224.
createobject('lane',(0,0,0),vertices,faces)
225.
addmaterial('lane')
226.
# Add Dashed White Line
227.
vertices=[(0,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+SolidYellow+(i+1)*(LaneWidth),0),(CL,L+Le
ft_Shoulder_Width+SolidYellow+(i+1)*(LaneWidth),0),(CL,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+Sol
idYellow+(i+1)*(LaneWidth)+DashedWhite,0),(0,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+SolidYellow+(
i+1)*(LaneWidth)+DashedWhite,0)]
228.
faces=[(0,1,2,3)]
229.
if i!=n-1:
230.
createobject('dashedwhite',(0,0,0),vertices,faces)
231.
addmaterial('dashedwhite')
232.
#SolidWhite in End
233.
else:
234.
createobject('solidwhite',(0,0,0),vertices,faces)
235.
addmaterial('solidwhite')
236.
237. # Add Right Shoulder
238. vertices=[(0,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+SolidYellow+(i+1)*(LaneWidth)+DashedWhite,0),
(CL,L+Left_Shoulder_Width+SolidYellow+(i+1)*(LaneWidth)+DashedWhite,0),(vertices
[2][0],vertices[2][1]+RightShoulder,vertices[2][2]),(vertices[3][0],vertices[3][
1]+RightShoulder,vertices[3][2])]
239. faces=[(0,1,2,3)]
240. createobject('shoulder',(0,0,0),vertices,faces)
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241. addmaterial('shoulder')
242.
243. # Add Gravel
244. vertices=[(vertices[3]),(vertices[2]),(vertices[2][0],vertices[2][1],vertices[2]
[2]-GravelDepth),(vertices[3][0],vertices[3][1],vertices[3][2]GravelDepth),(vertices[3][0],vertices[3][1]+GravelWidth,vertices[3][2]GravelDepth),(vertices[2][0],vertices[2][1]+GravelWidth,vertices[2][2]GravelDepth)]
245. faces=[(0,1,2,3),(3,2,5,4)]
246. createobject('gravel',(0,0,0),vertices,faces)
247. addmaterial('gravel')
248.
249. # We mirror the geometry created to create a full element of highway
250. # Mirror is a modifier in blender.. We can directly use it by object.modifiers.n
ew
251. # object.modifiers.new does not help in hard coding the modifier. This needs a .
ops operation
252. # Attention : All bpy.ops operations can only be done on active objects.
253. # In blender active objects are one which are highlighted yellow. Since this is
a script based definition, we can't manually select them
254. # One way to select them is to use context.scene.objects.active..
255.
256. # First we join all the element to form one single object.. This helps to not ad
d mirror on each object like lanes, shoulder etc.
257. # This command deselects all if something is selected. and selects all if nothin
g is selected.
258. bpy.ops.object.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
259. bpy.ops.object.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
260. bpy.ops.object.join()
261. # Note that gravel was the name of final object added. That was active when this
operation was done..
262. # The new object will be named "gravel"..This will be useful and We will use thi
s in next section.
263.
264. object=bpy.context.scene.objects.active
265. new_mod = object.modifiers.new(type='MIRROR', name='Mirror')
266. new_mod.use_x=False
267. new_mod.use_y=True
268. bpy.ops.object.modifier_apply(apply_as='DATA',modifier='Mirror')
269.
270. # Once the element is created we apply an array modifier which copies the elemen
t
271. new_mod=object.modifiers.new(type='ARRAY',name='Array')
272. # CL was crossection length.. so we create a count to achieve road lenght.. Note
that this has to be integer
273. new_mod.count=int(Road_Length/CL)
274. # This means use end vertices of first element as beginning vertices of second e
lement. Prevents new vertices addition basically.
275. new_mod.use_merge_vertices=True
276. # We need to keep track of names to get access to objects.. as gravel was the la
st name
277. # We make the object active and apply the modifier.. (hardcode vertices and not
instances)
278.
279. bpy.context.scene.objects.active=bpy.data.objects["gravel"]
280. bpy.ops.object.modifier_apply(apply_as='DATA', modifier="Array")
281.
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282.
283. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
284. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
285. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
286.
287. # Now we need to work on median mesh seperately for modifications in geometry..
We first seperate it through the entire element.
288. for v in bpy.data.objects["gravel"].data.vertices:
289.
if v.co[1]<=L+0.01 and v.co[1]>=-L-0.01:
290.
v.select=True
291. # Seperate using "Seperate by Selection method"
292. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
293. bpy.ops.mesh.separate(type='SELECTED')
294. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
295. # The name of this new object will be "gravel.001"
296. object=bpy.data.objects["gravel.001"] #This is the median mesh
297. # Make it active
298. bpy.context.scene.objects.active=object
299. # We need to add new UV maps for this to create a multiple texture overlay.. And
use the projection method similar to addmaterial function.
300. bpy.ops.mesh.uv_texture_add()
301. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
302. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
303. for area in bpy.context.screen.areas:
304.
if area.type == 'VIEW_3D':
305.
for region in area.regions:
306.
if region.type == 'WINDOW':
307.
override = {'area': area, 'region': region, 'edit_object
': bpy.context.edit_object}
308.
bpy.ops.uv.project_from_view(override, orthographic=True
, correct_aspect=True, clip_to_bounds=False, scale_to_bounds=True)
309. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
310. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
311.
312. # We need to subdivide this geometry to create more vertices to work with.. Subs
urf modifier in blender does this..Create and apply
313. new_mod = object.modifiers.new(type='SUBSURF', name='Subsurf')
314. new_mod.subdivision_type="SIMPLE"
315. bpy.context.scene.objects.active=bpy.data.objects["gravel.001"]
316. bpy.ops.object.modifier_apply(apply_as='DATA', modifier="Subsurf")
317.
318. # This is the decimation for median frequency changes.. MRandom is for median ch
anges, SRandom is for shoulder changes..
319. # Right now we are just creating a list of those parameters..
320. X=20
321. MRandom=np.zeros((int(Road_Length/X/CL+1)+1,3))
322. SRandom=np.zeros((int(Road_Length/X/CL+1)+1,3))
323. # Assignt these values based on random parameters..First one is yoff, second is
zoff.. third is shape factor..
324. # random.randrange(1,3) gives 1 or 2.. not 3..
325. for i in range(0,len(MRandom)):
326.
MRandom[i][0]=random.uniform(-L/10,L/10)
327.
MRandom[i][1]=random.uniform(-L/2,L/2)
328.
MRandom[i][2]=random.randrange(1,3)
329.
SRandom[i][0]=random.uniform(-LandscapeSize/128,LandscapeSize/128)
330.
SRandom[i][1]=random.uniform(-LandscapeSize/64,LandscapeSize/64)
331.
SRandom[i][2]=random.randrange(1,3)
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332.
333. # There will be a problem with above definitions..
334. # If we add an offramp.. The offramp template as a flat geometry.. If we modifiy
that geometry.. that will also modify the exit lane..
335. # So make sure that zoff is 0 for those geometry..and shape factor is 1.
336. if N_Off!=0:
337.
for i in range(int((Loc_0-300)/X/CL),int((Loc_0+2500)/X/CL)):
338.
SRandom[i][1]=0
339.
SRandom[i][2]=1
340.
for i in range(int((Loc_1-300)/X/CL),int((Loc_1+2500)/X/CL)):
341.
SRandom[i][1]=0
342.
SRandom[i][2]=1
343.
for i in range(int((Loc_2-300)/X/CL),int((Loc_2+2500)/X/CL)):
344.
SRandom[i][1]=0
345.
SRandom[i][2]=1
346. # If shoulder slope is lower than critical.. add a guardrail..
347.
348. for i in range(0,len(SRandom)):
349.
if SRandom[i][1]<-LandscapeSize/96:
350.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailStart")
351.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
352.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,-vertices[5][1]+0.1,-GravelDepth]
353.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
354.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailMid")
355.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
356.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
357.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,-vertices[5][1]+0.1,-GravelDepth]
358.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailEnd")
359.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
360.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
361.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,-vertices[5][1]+0.1,-GravelDepth]
362.
363. # If median slope is lower than critical.. add a guadrail.. on both sides of med
ian.
364. for i in range(0,len(MRandom)):
365.
if MRandom[i][1]<-L/4:
366.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailStart.001")
367.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
368.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,-L-0.2,0]
369.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
370.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailStart")
371.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
372.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
373.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,L+0.2,0]
374.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailMid.001")
375.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
376.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
377.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,-L-0.2,0]
378.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailMid")
379.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
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380.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
381.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,L+0.2,0]
382.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailEnd.001")
383.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
384.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
385.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,-L-0.2,0]
386.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/GuardRails2.blend\\Object\\",lin
k=False, filename="GuardRailEnd")
387.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
388.
object[0].data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["GuardRail"]
389.
object[0].location=[(i-0.5)*X*CL,L+0.2,0]
390.
391. # We made lots of operations till now.. To do a sanity check.. remove all the do
uble vertices if present in the geometry..
392. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
393. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
394. bpy.ops.mesh.remove_doubles()
395. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
396. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
397.
398. # Now it's time to actually use MRandom and modifying the median geometry.. Note
that we haven't actually added terrain yet..
399. # We will come back to SRandom soon..
400. count=0
401. for v in bpy.data.objects["gravel.001"].data.vertices:
402.
if v.co[1]<0.7*L and v.co[1]>-0.7*L:
403.
count=int(v.co[0]/X/CL)
404.
z_off=MRandom[count][1]+(MRandom[count+1][1]MRandom[count][1])*(v.co[0]-count*X*CL)/(X*CL)
405.
y_off=MRandom[count][0]+(MRandom[count+1][0]MRandom[count][0])*(v.co[0]-count*X*CL)/(X*CL)
406.
v.co[2]=z_off
407.
if v.co[1]>0.1 or v.co[1]<-0.1:
408.
a=MRandom[count][2]+(MRandom[count+1][2]MRandom[count][2])*(v.co[0]-count*X*CL)/(X*CL)
409.
v.co[2]=v.co[2]*(L-(v.co[1]/abs(v.co[1]))*y_off)/(L*a(v.co[1]/abs(v.co[1]))*y_off)
410.
v.co[1]=v.co[1]+y_off
411.
412.
413.
414.
415. # Append a Tree and Plants group from a pre-modeled Library..
416. bpy.context.scene.layers[1]=True
417. bpy.context.scene.layers[0]=False
418.
419. #Add Tree Group
420. bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/TreeInternal.blend\\Group\\",link=False,
filename="Trees")
421. #bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/Plants.blend\\Group\\",link=False, file
name="Plants")
422. bpy.context.scene.layers[0]=True
423. bpy.context.scene.layers[1]=False
424.
425.
426. # Add Terrain Along Highway
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427.
428. # We need to create space for offramps templates if the user decides to add this
..
429. # This means we can't add terrain to this geometry.. Terrain is already present
in off ramp model..
430.
431. # Define a condition for off ramp geometries
432. # Instead of typing a long if statement for all locations.. we define a string u
sing a loop to represent that condition.
433. # Initialize it with Loc_0 and loop over all locations
434.
435. condition="(Location>(Loc_0) and Location<(Loc_0)+1000)"
436. for i in range(1,N_Off):
437.
condition=condition+" or (Location>(Loc_"+str(i)+") and Location<(Loc_"+str(
i)+")+1000)"
438.
439. # Time to add the terrain.. The terrain module adds mesh at cursor locations..
440. # So we change the cursor location before adding the mesh
441. # landscape_add requires the ANT_Landscape feature enabled..default is disabled.
.
442. # If the script is giving you an error at this part.. make sure you enable it fr
om File>User Preferences>Add-ons
443.
444.
445. for i in range(0,int(Road_Length/LandscapeSize)):
446.
# Left Landscape by modifying cursor location
447.
bpy.context.scene.cursor_location = ((i*LandscapeSize+LandscapeSize/2), vert
ices[5][1]+LandscapeSize/2, vertices[5][2])
448.
# Random seed is randomized to create varities.. do not modify this function
.. (Fine tuned)
449.
bpy.ops.mesh.landscape_add(Subdivision=16,MeshSize=LandscapeSize,RandomSeed=
random.randrange(0,50),NoiseSize=200,Height=LandscapeHeight,Plateaulevel=Landsca
peHeight-2)
450.
object=bpy.context.scene.objects.active
451.
mesh=object.data
452.
# Warning: The default normals of terrain mesh point downward.. for game eng
ine rendering.. we want them pointing positive z..
453.
# So flip'em as you add'em.
454.
bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
455.
bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
456.
bpy.ops.mesh.flip_normals()
457.
bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
458.
bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
459.
460.
# Now we add terrain to the right side..This is where we add offramps.. So b
eware.
461.
# Right Landscape and Trees
462.
bpy.context.scene.cursor_location = ((i*LandscapeSize+LandscapeSize/2), (vertices[5][1]+LandscapeSize/2), vertices[5][2])
463.
Location=bpy.context.scene.cursor_location.x
464.
# Check the condition.. if it's true.. don't add a landscape.. empty spaces
will be filled later on.
465.
if eval(condition) and N_Off!=0:
466.
Offset1=-LandscapeSize/2
467.
Offset2=-LandscapeSize*0.3
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468.
#bpy.ops.mesh.landscape_add(Falloff='1',Subdivision=16,MeshSize=Landscap
eSize,RandomSeed=random.randrange(0,50),NoiseSize=200,Height=0.02,Plateaulevel=0
)
469.
else:
470.
bpy.ops.mesh.landscape_add(Falloff='1',Subdivision=16,MeshSize=Landscape
Size,RandomSeed=random.randrange(0,50),NoiseSize=200,Height=LandscapeHeight,Plat
eaulevel=LandscapeHeight-2)
471.
object=bpy.context.scene.objects.active
472.
mesh=object.data
473.
# Again flip the normals..
474.
bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
475.
bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
476.
bpy.ops.mesh.flip_normals()
477.
bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
478.
bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
479.
480. # Landscapes are added with first name Landscape.. We select all of them to join
them togther first..
481.
482. for obj in bpy.data.objects:
483.
if obj.name.startswith('Landscape'):
484.
obj.select=True
485. bpy.ops.object.join()
486. # Now we add the materials grass_landscape to it..
487.
488. addmaterial('grass_landscape')
489.
490. #Landscape is the active object.. Get access to it..
491. object=bpy.context.scene.objects.active
492.
493. # We did not use array modifiers on landscape.. they are individually added.. th
at means we will have doubles on intersections..
494. # Remove them..
495.
496. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
497. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
498. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
499. bpy.ops.mesh.remove_doubles()
500. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
501. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
502.
503. # We need more vertices to work with to create a roadside geometry with foreslop
es backslopes etc..
504. # But we also do not want to "densify" the mesh everywhere.. We select the close
points and subdivide them..
505. for v in object.data.vertices:
506.
if v.co[1]<=LandscapeSize/2 and v.co[1]>=(LandscapeSize/2-LandscapeSize/165):
507.
v.select=True
508. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
509. bpy.ops.mesh.subdivide()
510. bpy.ops.mesh.subdivide()
511. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
512. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
513. bpy.ops.object.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
514. bpy.ops.object.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
515. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
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516. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
517. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
518. # The origin of the terrain mesh lies somewhere on the "geometric center".. Let'
s move it to origin of world.
519. bpy.context.scene.cursor_location=[0,0,0]
520. bpy.ops.object.origin_set(type="ORIGIN_CURSOR")
521.
522. # Now that we have the terrain.. Modifify its geometry..same way as we did for m
edian.. little complicated because its not around x axis..
523. X=20
524. count=0
525. for v in object.data.vertices:
526.
if v.co[1]<-vertices[5][1]-2 and v.co[1]>-vertices[5][1]LandscapeSize/16+2:
527.
count=int(v.co[0]/X/CL)
528.
z_off=SRandom[count][1]+(SRandom[count+1][1]SRandom[count][1])*(v.co[0]-count*X*CL)/(X*CL)
529.
y_off=SRandom[count][0]+(SRandom[count+1][0]SRandom[count][0])*(v.co[0]-count*X*CL)/(X*CL)
530.
v.co[2]=z_off
531.
if v.co[1]>-vertices[5][1]-LandscapeSize/32+5 or v.co[1]<vertices[5][1]-LandscapeSize/32-5:
532.
a=SRandom[count][2]+(SRandom[count+1][2]SRandom[count][2])*(v.co[0]-count*X*CL)/(X*CL)
533.
v.co[2]=v.co[2]*(LandscapeSize/16-((v.co[1]-40)/abs((v.co[1]40)))*y_off)/(LandscapeSize/16*a-((v.co[1]-40)/abs((v.co[1]-40)))*y_off)
534.
v.co[1]=v.co[1]+y_off
535.
if v.co[1]<-vertices[5][1]-LandscapeSize/32+5 and v.co[1]>vertices[5][1]-LandscapeSize/32-5:
536.
if v.co[2]<-L/3 or v.co[2]>L/3:
537.
v.select=True
538.
539. # We modified the pavement geometry which was plain vertical earlier.. Honestly.
. it was for just creating some unsafe geometries for
540. # the variable sensitivity paper
541. for v in object.data.vertices:
542.
if v.co[1]<-vertices[3][1]+0.1 and v.co[1]>-vertices[3][1]0.1 and v.co[2]<vertices[3][2]+0.1 and v.co[2]>vertices[3][2]-0.1:
543.
v.co[1]=v.co[1]+random.uniform(-GravelDepth,0)
544.
545. # Now we just select everything on this scene and join them..
546. bpy.ops.object.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
547. bpy.ops.object.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
548. # We need an active object to join.. We are sure that we have gravel.001 on this
scene..
549. # This can be any object with origin at world origin
550. bpy.context.scene.objects.active=bpy.data.objects["gravel.001"]
551. bpy.ops.object.join()
552. object=bpy.data.objects["gravel.001"]
553.
554. # We give it a name "Road_Map" for easy selections
555. object.name="Road_Map"
556.
557. # Now we will add a density map on this mesh to support vegetation..
558.
559. # First create a standard fence that everything beyond this is definitely ok..
560. Fence=60*0.3048+TreeLength/10
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561.
562. # We need to select vertices which can support vegetation.. First we deselect ev
erything that is selected.
563. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
564. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
565. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
566.
567. # Select objects beyond fence to support vegetation
568. object=bpy.data.objects["Road_Map"]
569. for v in object.data.vertices:
570.
if (v.co[1]>=vertices[5][1]+Fence and v.co[1]<=vertices[5][1]+Fence+50) or
(v.co[1]<=-vertices[5][1]-Fence and v.co[1]>=-vertices[5][1]-Fence-50):
571.
v.select=True
572. # Paint the selected vertices.. Switch to weight paint mode first..
573. bpy.ops.paint.weight_paint_toggle()
574. # Select paint selected vertices method
575. bpy.context.object.data.use_paint_mask_vertex = True
576. # Set it
577. bpy.ops.paint.weight_set()
578. # Come out of weight paint mode..One step at at time..
579. bpy.ops.paint.weight_paint_toggle()
580.
581. # Now again deselect everything..
582. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
583. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
584. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
585.
586.
587.
588.
589.
590.
591. # On median. if slopes are below 1H:5V, select them..
592.
593. for v in object.data.vertices:
594.
if (v.co[1]<=3 and v.co[1]>-3):
595.
if abs(v.co[2])>L/5:
596.
v.select=True
597.
598.
599. # This is a trick.. We need a different density map on Median..
600. # One group of density can only support one randomly distributed tree size
601. # We want to reduce the length of these trees as compared to one on shoulder sid
e..Otherwise they will be all over the road..
602.
603. # So we first add a new group
604. bpy.ops.object.vertex_group_add()
605. # We toggle into weight paint mode and set them red..
606. bpy.ops.paint.weight_paint_toggle()
607. bpy.context.object.data.use_paint_mask_vertex = True
608. bpy.ops.paint.weight_set()
609. bpy.ops.paint.weight_paint_toggle()
610.
611. # Again come back and deselect all....
612. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
613. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
614. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
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615.
616.
617.
618. # Vegetation on shoulder size
619. for v in object.data.vertices:
620.
if v.co[1]<-vertices[5][1]-2 and v.co[1]>-vertices[5][1]LandscapeSize/16+2:
621.
if v.co[1]<-vertices[5][1]-LandscapeSize/32+5 and v.co[1]>vertices[5][1]-LandscapeSize/32-5:
622.
if v.co[2]<-L/3 or v.co[2]>L/3:
623.
v.select=True
624. # Paint the selected vertices.. Switch to weight paint mode first..
625. bpy.ops.paint.weight_paint_toggle()
626. # Select paint selected vertices method
627. bpy.context.object.data.use_paint_mask_vertex = True
628. # Set it
629. bpy.ops.paint.weight_set()
630. # Come out of weight paint mode..One step at at time..
631. bpy.ops.paint.weight_paint_toggle()
632. # Again come back and deselect all..
633. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
634. bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
635. bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
636.
637. ## Add Off ramps to fill in the landscape spaces.. We did not do it before.. bec
ause?
638. # Yes, if you guessed it right.. We did not want this geometry to interact with
density paint..
639.
640. for j in range(0,N_Off):
641.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/Off_Ramp6.blend\\Object\\",link=Fals
e, filename="OffRamp")
642.
if j!=0:
643.
name="OffRamp"+".00"+str(j)
644.
else:
645.
name="OffRamp"
646.
object=bpy.data.objects[name]
647.
object.location=[eval("Loc_"+str(j)),-(vertices[5][1]-GravelWidthRightShoulder),0.01]
648.
649. # Each off ramp comes with its path.. We will need this to do vehicle simulation
s when they take an exit..
650. for j in range(0,N_Off):
651.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/Off_Ramp6.blend\\Object\\",link=Fals
e, filename="PathOffRamp")
652.
if j!=0:
653.
name="PathOffRamp"+".00"+str(j)
654.
else:
655.
name="PathOffRamp"
656.
object=bpy.data.objects[name]
657.
object.location=[eval("Loc_"+str(j)),-(vertices[5][1]-GravelWidthRightShoulder),0.01]
658.
659.
660. # Not it's time to add some highway decorators..
661. # Start with Speed limit..
662.
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663.
664. # Add Speed Limit Signs at intervals of Spacing_Speed,
665. # make sure LCM of spacings of decorators is beyond road length.. or else they w
ill intersect..
666.
667.
668. Spacing_Speed=785
669. # Append one speed limit sign form library..
670.
671. bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",link=False, f
ilename="SpeedLimit")
672. # Access all selected objects
673. object=bpy.context.selected_objects
674. # The first one is speed limit
675. object=object[0]
676. # Move to the right location
677. object.location=[0,-vertices[5][1]+GravelWidth/2,-GravelDepth-0.1]
678. # We will create an array of this..
679. new_mod=object.modifiers.new(type="ARRAY",name="Array")
680. new_mod.count=int(Road_Length/Spacing_Speed)
681. new_mod.use_constant_offset=True
682. new_mod.constant_offset_displace=[Spacing_Speed,0,0]
683. new_mod.use_relative_offset=False
684. # Same old trick to use bpy.ops operation.. Activate object and hardcode vertics
..
685. bpy.context.scene.objects.active=object
686. bpy.ops.object.modifier_apply(apply_as="DATA",modifier="Array")
687.
688.
689. # We will add delineators to the scene now.. This can't be done using array.. ot
herwise it looks very fake..
690. # We want some rotational randomization on these.. When you see these on highway
s..they are bent like crazy..
691. # So we work with them individually...Append one..locate one..randomly rotate on
e..and so on..
692. # Spacing between two is set to 50 meters.. Change it to reduce frequency..
693.
694.
695. Spacing_Delin=50
696.
697. # We have two types of delineators in RoadSigns.. LeftDelin, RightDelin, and HD
versions..
698. # Removing HD from name will add planes, HD versions will add cylinders..
699. # All comes down to how realistic you want the scene..
700.
701. for i in range(0,int(Road_Length/Spacing_Delin)):
702.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",link=Fals
e, filename="RightDelinHD")
703.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
704.
object=object[0]
705.
# I realized this one problem with this method..You append an object.. It co
mes with it's own material..
706.
# This will populate the material database with White.. White.001 White.002
and White.900 etc. phew..
707.
# So make sure you change every material to default White, Grey.. Once you s
ave a file.. all unused materials will be automatically deleted.]
708.
object.data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["White"]
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709.
object.data.materials[1]=bpy.data.materials["Grey"]
710.
object.location=[i*Spacing_Delin,-vertices[5][1],-GravelDepth-0.1]
711.
object.rotation_euler=[random.uniform(-5/180*3.14,5/180*3.14),0,0]
712.
713. # Add it to roppositde side of highway too.. No injustice..
714. for i in range(0,int(Road_Length/Spacing_Delin)):
715.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",link=Fals
e, filename="RightDelinHD")
716.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
717.
object=object[0]
718.
object.data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["White"]
719.
object.data.materials[1]=bpy.data.materials["Grey"]
720.
object.location=[i*Spacing_Delin,vertices[5][1],-GravelDepth-0.1]
721.
object.rotation_euler=[random.uniform(-5/180*3.14,5/180*3.14),0,0]
722.
723.
724. # Now add delineators to the other side.. They are orange and yellow.. not white
and grey..
725. Spacing_Delin=50
726.
727. for i in range(0,int(Road_Length/Spacing_Delin)):
728.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",link=Fals
e, filename="LeftDelinHD")
729.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
730.
object=object[0]
731.
object.data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["Orange"]
732.
object.data.materials[1]=bpy.data.materials["Yellow"]
733.
object.location=[i*Spacing_Delin,-L+0.1,-0.1]
734.
object.rotation_euler=[random.uniform(-5/180*3.14,5/180*3.14),0,0]
735.
736. for i in range(0,int(Road_Length/Spacing_Delin)):
737.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",link=Fals
e, filename="LeftDelinHD")
738.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
739.
object=object[0]
740.
object.data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["Orange"]
741.
object.data.materials[1]=bpy.data.materials["Yellow"]
742.
object.location=[i*Spacing_Delin,L-0.1,-0.1]
743.
object.rotation_euler=[random.uniform(-5/180*3.14,5/180*3.14),0,0]
744.
745. # Add mile markers..Add them at every 0.2 miles.. (Follow the standards)
746.
747. Spacing_Mile=320
748. bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",link=False, f
ilename="MileMarkerNumber")
749. object=bpy.context.selected_objects
750. object=object[0]
751. bpy.ops.object.transform_apply(location=False, rotation=False, scale=True)
752. # Set their location
753.
754. object.location=[0,-vertices[5][1]-0.1,-GravelDepth-0.1]
755. # Add an array of them..
756. new_mod=object.modifiers.new(type="ARRAY",name="Array")
757. new_mod.count=int(Road_Length/Spacing_Mile)
758. new_mod.use_constant_offset=True
759. new_mod.constant_offset_displace=[Spacing_Mile,0,0]
760. new_mod.use_relative_offset=False
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761. # Now you must be familiar with these.. activate.. hardcode..
762. bpy.context.scene.objects.active=object
763. bpy.ops.object.modifier_apply(apply_as="DATA",modifier="Array")
764.
765. # The above added mile markers do not have numbers on them!!.. If you add an ima
ge texture for a number.. Insanely large amount of images..
766. # Let's use a text object in Blender and position them right on top of mile mark
ers..
767.
768. Spacing_Mile=320
769. count=1
770. step=0
771. # We start with mile marker 300 miles and reduce as we go down the highway..
772.
773. for i in range(int(Road_Length/Spacing_Mile)):
774.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",link=Fals
e, filename="Text")
775.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
776.
object=object[0]
777.
# Set the text of object to mile marker sign.
778.
object.data.body=str(300-step)[0]+'\n'+str(300-step)[1]+'\n'+str(300step)[2]+'\n'+'\n'+str(2*count/10)[1]+str(2*count/10)[2]
779.
if count==5:
780.
step=step+1
781.
count=0
782.
# Position them..
783.
object.location=[Spacing_Mile*i-0.01,-vertices[5][1]-0.1,1.6-GravelDepth0.1]
784.
object.data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["White"]
785.
count=count+1
786.
bpy.context.scene.objects.active=object
787.
bpy.ops.object.convert(target="MESH")
788.
789.
790.
791. #Add Exit Board Sign
792.
793. # All off ramps get an exit sign
794. for i in range(0,N_Off):
795.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",link=Fals
e, filename="ExitBoard")
796.
if i!=0:
797.
name="ExitBoard"+".00"+str(i)
798.
else:
799.
name="ExitBoard"
800.
object=bpy.data.objects[name]
801.
object.location=[eval("Loc_"+str(i)),-L/2,0]
802.
object.scale.y=0.5
803.
804.
805. # Add Curve Sign
806. # To add curve signs we need to know which part of the road will turn left or ri
ght. Hence, the path needs to be defined first
807.
808. # Define a path
809.
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810. #Create path data and object.. Objects are defined by mesh.. Path is defined by
Curves..
811. #Each curve has a spline associated with it..
812.
813. path = bpy.data.curves.new('MyPath', 'CURVE')
814. pathOb = bpy.data.objects.new('Path', path)
815. pathOb.location = (0,0,0)
816. # Link the path to scene
817. bpy.context.scene.objects.link(pathOb)
818.
819. ##Set path data
820. # Just some initializations..
821. path.dimensions = '3D'
822. path.use_path = True
823. path.use_path_follow = True
824. path.path_duration = 1500
825.
826. ##Add path Animation Data (For creating render animations)
827. path.eval_time = 0
828. path.keyframe_insert(data_path="eval_time", frame=0)
829. path.eval_time = 1000
830. path.keyframe_insert(data_path="eval_time", frame=1500)
831. path.eval_time = 0
832.
833. ##Add a spline to path.. Remember.. a curve contains a spline..which contains co
ntrol points..
834. spline = path.splines.new('NURBS')
835. spline.use_cyclic_u = False
836. spline.use_endpoint_u = True
837.
838. # First let's create some inputs for definining a parametric path.
839.
840. Speed_Limit=50*0.44
841. Dg=250 #Grade Decimation
842. Dc=250 #Curvature Decimation
843. emax=6;
844. fmax=0.14;
845. R= Speed_Limit**2/(0.01*emax+fmax)/9.81 #Minimum Radius
846. Grademax=0.1;
847. #Define Bounds on Control point definitions
848.
849.
850.
851. CurvatureInput=5 #A number between 1 and 10 defining how curvy the highway shou
ld be
852. GradientInput = 5 #A number between 1 and 10 defininng how hilly the highway pro
file should be
853.
854.
855. G=int((Grademax*R)*(GradientInput/10))
856. C=int((Dg**2/(2*R))*(CurvatureInput/10))
857. print(R)
858. print(C)
859. # Define a coordinate table for control points.. We'll add them to splines later
..
860.
861. X=np.arange(0,Road_Length+min(Dg,Dc),min(Dg,Dc))
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862. Y=np.zeros((len(X),1))
863. Z=np.zeros((len(X),1))
864.
865. #A temporary variable.
866. Cc=np.zeros(len(X))
867.
868. for i in range(2,len(X)):
869.
if i%int(Dc/Dg)==0:
870.
Cc[i]=random.randrange(-C,C)
871.
else:
872.
Cc[i]=Cc[i-1]
873.
874. for i in range(2,len(X)):
875.
Y[i]=Y[i-1]+Cc[i];
876.
Z[i]=Z[i-1]+random.randrange(-G,G)
877.
878.
879. # Once we know the control points.. we can actually add the curve signs now..
880. # This is done the same way as other signs..
881. ##ADD Curve Signs
882. countleft=0
883. countright=0
884. for i in range(0,len(X)-2):
885.
if i!=len(X)-1 or i!=len(X)-2:
886.
if Y[i]>Y[i+1]:
887.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",l
ink=False, filename="RightCurve")
888.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
889.
object=object[0]
890.
object.location=(X[i]+200,-(vertices[5][1]-0.1),0)
891.
countright=countright+1
892.
object.data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["Curve"]
893.
object.data.materials[1]=bpy.data.materials["CurveBack.001"]
894.
elif Y[i]<Y[i+1]:
895.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/RoadSigns.blend\\Object\\",l
ink=False, filename="LeftCurve")
896.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
897.
object=object[0]
898.
object.location=(X[i]+200,-(vertices[5][1]-0.1),0)
899.
countleft=countleft+1
900.
object.data.materials[0]=bpy.data.materials["Curve"]
901.
object.data.materials[1]=bpy.data.materials["CurveBack.001"]
902.
903.
904. # This array will contain the vectors generated for the path data
905.
906. pointTable=np.zeros((len(X),4))
907.
908. # We want the highway to start straight
909.
910. Y[0]=0;
911. Y[1]=0;
912. Z[0]=0;
913. Z[1]=0;
914.
915. # Add the data into the path coordinate Table
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916.
917. for i in range(0,len(X)):
918.
pointTable[i][0]=X[i];
919.
pointTable[i][1]=Y[i];
920.
pointTable[i][2]=Z[i];
921.
922. # Add points to spline
923.
924. nPoints = len(pointTable)
925. spline.points.add(nPoints-1)
926.
927. # Add the coordiantes to the spline to generate a Non-Uniform Rational BSpline
928. # Super_Elevation will be added to the path later on based on curvature rules by
AASHTO
929.
930. for n in range(nPoints):
931.
spline.points[n].co = (pointTable[n][0],pointTable[n][1],pointTable[n][2],1)
932.
933. # This defines the order of the spline and decimation(Warning: Choose a Decimati
on greater than Curvature Input)
934.
935. Decimation=50
936. spline.order_u=5
937. spline.resolution_u = Decimation
938.
939. # Add the path data to an object
940. Target_Curve=bpy.data.objects['Path']
941.
942. # Now let's select all the objects added till now and join them together to call
it a Road_Map
943.
944. bpy.ops.object.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
945. bpy.ops.object.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
946. bpy.context.scene.objects.active=bpy.data.objects["Road_Map"]
947. bpy.ops.object.join()
948. object=bpy.data.objects["Road_Map"]
949.
950. # Now we will add vegetation to the weight map we created earlier.
951. # This is added via a particle system..
952. # Create a new particle system.. see .ops..(Make sure that Road_Map is active)
953.
954. bpy.ops.object.particle_system_add()
955. # Once added a new system.. get access to it.. (added ones are active when added
)
956.
957. psys = object.particle_systems.active
958. # Give it a name
959.
960. psys.name = 'Trees'
961. # Density is Group.. This is the default name for the weight map created..
962. # Goes like Group..Group.001 and so on..Remember we created two..
963. # One for median and one for shoulder
964. psys.vertex_group_density = 'Group'
965.
966. # Get access to settings of this system
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967.
968. pset=psys.settings
969. # These are some standard settings..obtained after fine tuning..
970. pset.type='HAIR'
971. pset.count=TreeCount*Road_Length/LandscapeSize
972. pset.hair_length=TreeLength*2
973. pset.size_random=0
974. pset.use_advanced_hair=True
975. pset.use_rotations=True
976. pset.rotation_mode='GLOB_Z'
977. pset.render_type="GROUP"
978. pset.dupli_group=bpy.data.groups["Trees"]
979. # Once we have the trees added.. Make them real..
980. # Particle system means instances of same objects without actually hard coding t
heir vertices..
981. # This feature is not supported by Game Engine
982. # So make them real and join it with the Road_Map..
983. bpy.ops.object.duplicates_make_real()
984. bpy.ops.object.join()
985. # Once joined..and hard coded as vertices.. Delete the particle system which sta
ys on even after hard coding..
986. bpy.ops.object.particle_system_remove()
987.
988. #Do the same technique for Median.. Change the Group to Group.001
989. bpy.ops.object.particle_system_add()
990. psys = object.particle_systems.active
991. psys.name = 'Trees'
992. psys.vertex_group_density = 'Group.001'
993. pset=psys.settings
994. pset.type='HAIR'
995. pset.count=TreeCount*10
996. # See the length reduction in the line below
997.
998. pset.hair_length=TreeLength*0.6
999. pset.size_random=0
1000.
pset.use_advanced_hair=True
1001.
pset.use_rotations=True
1002.
pset.rotation_mode='GLOB_Z'
1003.
pset.render_type="GROUP"
1004.
pset.dupli_group=bpy.data.groups["Trees"]
1005.
bpy.ops.object.duplicates_make_real()
1006.
bpy.ops.object.join()
1007.
bpy.ops.object.particle_system_remove()
1008.
1009.
#You can uncomment the below code to add plants to the median or shoulde
r by changing Group name..
1010.
1011.
#bpy.ops.object.particle_system_add()
1012.
#psys = object.particle_systems.active
1013.
#psys.name = 'Plants'
1014.
#psys.vertex_group_density = 'Group.001'
1015.
#pset=psys.settings
1016.
#pset.type='HAIR'
1017.
#pset.count=1500
1018.
#pset.hair_length=45
1019.
#pset.use_advanced_hair=True
1020.
#pset.use_rotations=True
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1021.
#pset.rotation_mode='GLOB_Z'
1022.
#pset.render_type="GROUP"
1023.
#pset.dupli_group=bpy.data.groups["Plants"]
1024.
###bpy.ops.object.duplicates_make_real()
1025.
###bpy.ops.object.join()
1026.
###bpy.ops.object.particle_system_remove()
1027.
1028.
# Add a curve modifier to Road_Map to curve it along the defined path..
This is just a shallow copy..
1029.
# Note that we never apply it as "Data" here.. before Raycasting..
1030.
new_mod = bpy.data.objects['Road_Map'].modifiers.new(type='CURVE', name=
'Curve')
1031.
new_mod.object = Target_Curve
1032.
bpy.context.scene.objects.active=bpy.data.objects["Road_Map"]
1033.
1034.
#Check to remove doubles.. Doubles are seriously annoying..
1035.
1036.
bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
1037.
bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
1038.
bpy.ops.mesh.select_all(action='TOGGLE')
1039.
bpy.ops.mesh.remove_doubles()
1040.
bpy.ops.object.editmode_toggle()
1041.
1042.
# Now we will add a Sky mesh around the geometry.. We have it modeled in
the pre-built library..
1043.
1044.
bpy.ops.wm.link_append(directory="Files/Sky.blend\\Object\\",link=False,
filename="Sphere")
1045.
object=bpy.context.selected_objects
1046.
object=object[0]
1047.
object.location=[Road_Length/2,0,0]
1048.
object.dimensions=[Road_Length+1000,Road_Length,Road_Length/2]
1049.
1050.
# Some game engine settings.. backface culling means don't render the ba
ckface..
1051.
# This is a problem for Transparent objects.. and objects you need to se
e from all side..
1052.
1053.
for m in bpy.data.materials:
1054.
m.game_settings.use_backface_culling=False
1055.
m.game_settings.alpha_blend="CLIP"
1056.
1057.
# Remove any unused material
1058.
for m in bpy.data.materials:
1059.
if not m.users:
1060.
bpy.data.materials.remove(m)
1061.
# appending multiple copies of an object comes along with its image text
ures too..
1062.
# Remove them like below
1063.
1064.
for image in bpy.data.images:
1065.
if image.name.startswith('Grey.jpg.') or image.name.startswith('Yell
ow.jpg.') or image.name.startswith('Orange.jpg.') or image.name.startswith('Whit
e.jpg.') or image.name.startswith('guard-rails-and-roadblocks_0001_01_enl.jpg.'):
1066.
image.user_clear()
1067.
if not image.users:
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1068.
bpy.data.images.remove(image)
1069.
1070.
1071.
1072.
## Ok.. This code is going forever..
1073.
# Let's take a minute to realize where we are till now..
1074.
# We have created a baseline road geometry.. with all road signs, exit s
igns, off/on ramps.. and we have also curved it..
1075.
# But we did not apply the curve.. i.e. hardcoded it..
1076.
# Because we want to modify it now based on Ray Casting approach..
1077.
# This is done now..
1078.
1079.
bpy.ops.wm.redraw_timer(type='DRAW_WIN_SWAP', iterations=1)
1080.
bpy.context.scene.update()
1081.
1082.
1083.
print("Ray Casting process has started")
1084.
1085.
# Define Path object
1086.
1087.
Path=bpy.data.objects["Path"]
1088.
1089.
# Define Road object
1090.
1091.
1092.
Road_Map=bpy.data.objects["Road_Map"]
1093.
1094.
#Source and Receiver new objects
1095.
1096.
# Empty is just a type of object.. like axes..
1097.
# Plays no role in scene.. Just there to move things around if needed..
1098.
1099.
# We add three empty objects.. Source, Receiver and One empty to locate
the intersection point..
1100.
# They essentially need not be created.. But if we want to visually real
ize the raycasting process, they are needed..
1101.
1102.
bpy.ops.object.empty_add(type="PLAIN_AXES")
1103.
bpy.ops.object.empty_add(type="PLAIN_AXES")
1104.
bpy.ops.object.empty_add(type="PLAIN_AXES")
1105.
1106.
# Store them in these variables..
1107.
1108.
Empty1=bpy.data.objects["Empty"]
1109.
Empty2=bpy.data.objects["Empty.001"]
1110.
Empty3=bpy.data.objects["Empty.002"]
1111.
Camera=bpy.data.objects["Camera"]
1112.
# Define the middle of roadway using this variable
1113.
YOffset = 16# (L+(n-1)*(LaneWidth))
1114.
# Stopping Sight Distance calculation parameters
1115.
DesignSpeed = Speed_Limit
1116.
ReactionTime=2.5
1117.
Deceleration=3.4
1118.
#Define the End of roadway using this variable
1119.
EndOffset = (L+n*(LaneWidth+DashedWhite)+SolidYellow+Left_Shoulder_Width
+RightShoulder)
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1120.
1121.
#Define mesh object.. This will be updated.. But need to initialize firs
t
1122.
mesh=Path.to_mesh(bpy.context.scene,1,"RENDER")
1123.
1124.
# Once we update any control point of the Path, we need the scene to kno
w that things have changed..
1125.
# This is done in the function defined below..
1126.
def updateProperties():
1127.
bpy.context.scene.update()
1128.
Road_Map=bpy.data.objects["Road_Map"]
1129.
Path=bpy.data.objects["Path"]
1130.
mesh=Path.to_mesh(bpy.context.scene,1,"RENDER")
1131.
Source=mesh.vertices[i].co
1132.
Empty1.location=Source
1133.
Yaw=math.atan((mesh.vertices[i+1].co[1]mesh.vertices[i].co[1])/(mesh.vertices[i+1].co[0]-mesh.vertices[i].co[0]))
1134.
Pitch=math.atan((mesh.vertices[i+1].co[2]mesh.vertices[i].co[2])/(mesh.vertices[i+1].co[0]-mesh.vertices[i].co[0]))
1135.
Empty1.rotation_euler=[0,-Pitch,Yaw]
1136.
Empty1.location[1]-=YOffset
1137.
Empty1.location[2]+=3.5*0.3048
1138.
LocalSource=Empty1.location
1139.
1140.
1141.
#First Find Stopping Sight Distance Required. For that we have to find g
rade
1142.
#What now? We approximate the SSD by 0 grade first, find the average gra
de between these 2 points..
1143.
#Using this average grade we find the actual SSD
1144.
SSD_Approximate= DesignSpeed*ReactionTime+1/2*DesignSpeed**2/(Decele
ration)
1145.
SSD_ApproximateIndex=len(mesh.vertices)/Road_Length*SSD_Approximate
1146.
Grade=0 #Start with number..
1147.
for j in range(i,int(i+SSD_ApproximateIndex)):
1148.
Grade+=(mesh.vertices[j+1].co[2]mesh.vertices[j].co[2])/(mesh.vertices[j+1].co[0]mesh.vertices[j].co[0])
1149.
Average_Grade=Grade/SSD_ApproximateIndex
1150.
# Now find actual SSD
1151.
SSD=DesignSpeed*ReactionTime+1/2*DesignSpeed**2/(Deceleration+Averag
e_Grade/100*9.81)
1152.
SSDIndex=int(len(mesh.vertices)/Road_Length*SSD)+1
1153.
Camera.location=LocalSource
1154.
Camera.rotation_euler=[math.pi/2,-Pitch,Yaw-math.pi/2]
1155.
return LocalSource,Path,mesh,Road_Map,SSDIndex;
1156.
1157.
# Now we will start with actual raycasting procedude..
1158.
1159.
1160.
# Start with a true condition..
1161.
Intersection=True
1162.
Iteration=1
1163.
1164.
while Intersection:
1165.
Iteration+=1;
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1166.
# Turn intersection to False.. Trigger it positive if there was an i
ntersection..
1167.
Intersection=False
1168.
i=0
1169.
# Loop over the Path
1170.
while i<(len(mesh.vertices)-160):
1171.
1172.
[LocalSource,Path,mesh,Road_Map,SSDIndex]=updateProperties()
1173.
#Windows and Unix Blender have weird ray casting properties in l
atest version..(2.76)
1174.
#In Unix, we need to define start and end and cast a ray..
1175.
#In Windows, we need to define, start and direction of ray.. Dir
ection can be defined by this next commented line
1176.
#Direction=(LocalReceiver-LocalSource).normalized()
1177.
print(i)
1178.
1179.
count=1;
1180.
Hit=True;
1181.
# We allow 5 iteration each time to modify the Path..If not solv
ed. Move forward and come back later..
1182.
while Hit and count<5:
1183.
count+=1
1184.
[LocalSource,Path,mesh,Road_Map,SSDIndex]=updateProperties()
;
1185.
# Once we know the source location and SSDIndex, move the re
ceiver from source till SSD, and check if it intersects in between..
1186.
for j in range(0,SSDIndex+1):
1187.
Receiver=Path.matrix_world.inverted()*mesh.vertices[int(
i+j)].co
1188.
Empty2.location=Receiver
1189.
YawR=math.atan((mesh.vertices[i+j+1].co[1]mesh.vertices[i+j].co[1])/(mesh.vertices[i+j+1].co[0]mesh.vertices[i+j].co[0]))
1190.
PitchR=math.atan((mesh.vertices[i+j+1].co[2]mesh.vertices[i+j].co[2])/(mesh.vertices[i+j+1].co[0]mesh.vertices[i+j].co[0]))
1191.
Empty2.rotation_euler=[0,-PitchR,YawR]
1192.
Empty2.location[1]-=YOffset
1193.
Empty2.location[2]+=2*0.3048
1194.
LocalReceiver=Empty2.location
1195.
#This next line is to update the model in 3D view..for visualizations..
1196.
#bpy.ops.wm.redraw_timer(type='DRAW_WIN_SWAP', iteration
s=1)
1197.
[Location,Normal,Index]=Road_Map.ray_cast(LocalSource,Lo
calReceiver)
1198.
# No intersection provides Index as -1..
1199.
# If index is not 1, ray intersected somewhere..
1200.
if Index!=-1:
1201.
Intersection=True
1202.
#Move the third empty to location of intersection..
1203.
Empty3.location=Location
1204.
#This printing gives you hope in the terminal that t
he process is still running..
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1205.
print(Index)
1206.
ModelCo=Road_Map.data.polygons[Index].center[1]
1207.
Start=min((int(i*len(Path.data.splines[0].points)/le
n(mesh.vertices))+1),(len(Path.data.splines[0].points)1))
1208.
End=min((int((i+SSDIndex)*len(Path.data.splines[0].p
oints)/len(mesh.vertices))+1),(len(Path.data.splines[0].points)1))
1209.
if ModelCo<-EndOffset or ModelCo>-L:
1210.
print("Radius Increased")
1211.
for PathIndex in range(Start3, min(End+2,len(Path.data.splines[0].points)-1)):
1212.
Path.data.splines[0].points[PathIndex].co[1]
=Path.data.splines[0].points[PathIndex+1].co[1]+0.9*(Path.data.splines[0].points
[PathIndex].co[1]-Path.data.splines[0].points[PathIndex+1].co[1])
1213.
1214.
else:
1215.
print("Grade Reduce")
1216.
for PathIndex in range(Start3, min(End+2,len(Path.data.splines[0].points)-1)):
1217.
Path.data.splines[0].points[PathIndex].co[2]
=Path.data.splines[0].points[PathIndex+1].co[2]+0.9*(Path.data.splines[0].points
[PathIndex].co[2]-Path.data.splines[0].points[PathIndex+1].co[2])
1218.
1219.
count=count+1;
1220.
else:
1221.
Hit=False
1222.
#bpy.ops.wm.redraw_timer(type='DRAW_WIN_SWAP', iterations=1)
1223.
i=i+1;
1224.
1225.
1226.
#Now we have the path governed by AASHTO Guidelines.. It's time to add s
uper elevation according to Radius
1227.
1228.
Target_Curve.select=True
1229.
bpy.context.scene.objects.active = Target_Curve
1230.
bpy.ops.object.convert(target='MESH')
1231.
1232.
1233.
# This section will add Super elevation to the highway based on highway
rules
1234.
1235.
# Store the decimated Path Coordiantes in this Variable
1236.
PathCoords = [(Target_Curve.matrix_world * v.co) for v in Target_Curve.d
ata.vertices]
1237.
1238.
# Convert Back the path into Curve object
1239.
1240.
bpy.ops.object.convert(target='CURVE')
1241.
Target_Curve=bpy.data.objects['Path']
1242.
1243.
#AASHTO specifactions
1244.
Friction=0.0014;
1245.
1246.
# Super Elevation Array
1247.
tilt=np.zeros((len(PathCoords),1))
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1248.
1249.
1250.
# Calculate Super Elevation based on Radius of Curvature at each Point
1251.
for i in range(1,len(PathCoords)-1):
1252.
Path_Curvature=((PathCoords[i+1][1]PathCoords[i][1])/(PathCoords[i+1][0]-PathCoords[i][0])-(PathCoords[i][1]PathCoords[i-1][1])/(PathCoords[i][0]-PathCoords[i-1][0]))/(PathCoords[i][0]PathCoords[i-1][0])
1253.
Radius=(1+((PathCoords[i+1][1]PathCoords[i][1])/(PathCoords[i+1][0]PathCoords[i][0]))**2)**1.5/(Path_Curvature or 1)
1254.
if Path_Curvature==0:
1255.
tilt[i]=0
1256.
else:
1257.
if Radius<0:
1258.
tilt[i]=math.atan((Speed_Limit**2)/(abs(Radius)*9.693)Friction)
1259.
else:
1260.
tilt[i]=-math.atan((Speed_Limit**2)/(abs(Radius)*9.693)Friction)
1261.
1262.
count=0
1263.
for spline in Target_Curve.data.splines:
1264.
for point in spline.points:
1265.
point.tilt=tilt[count]
1266.
count=count+1
1267.
1268.
Road_Map.select=True
1269.
bpy.context.scene.objects.active=Road_Map
1270.
bpy.ops.object.modifier_apply(apply_as="DATA",modifier="Curve")
1271.
1272.
1273.
bpy.context.scene.layers[1]=True
1274.
bpy.context.scene.layers[0]=False
1275.
bpy.ops.object.select_all(action="TOGGLE")
1276.
1277.
for object in bpy.data.objects:
1278.
if object.name.startswith("Plane"):
1279.
object.select=True
1280.
bpy.ops.object.delete(use_global=True)
1281.
1282.
bpy.context.scene.cursor_location=[0,0,0]
1283.
bpy.ops.mesh.primitive_plane_add()
1284.
Target_Curve.select=True
1285.
object=bpy.data.objects["Plane"]
1286.
bpy.context.scene.objects.active=Target_Curve
1287.
bpy.ops.object.parent_set(type="FOLLOW")
1288.
Target_Curve.data.path_duration=Road_Length
1289.
Target_Curve.select=False
1290.
bpy.context.scene.objects.active=object
1291.
bpy.ops.nla.bake(frame_start=0,frame_end=Road_Length,visual_keying=True,
clear_constraints=True,bake_types={"OBJECT"})
1292.
bpy.ops.object.delete(use_global=False)
1293.
1294.
1295.
line=np.zeros((6,1));
1296.
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1297.
file=open("Centerline.path",'w')
1298.
for i in range(0,10000):
1299.
for j in range(0,6):
1300.
line[j]=bpy.data.actions["Action"].fcurves[j].evaluate(i)
1301.
write="["+str(float(line[0]))+","+str(float(line[1]))+","+str(float(
line[2]))+"];"+"["+str(float(line[3]))+","+str(float(line[4]))+","+str(float(lin
e[5]))+"];"+"\n"
1302.
file.write(write)
1303.
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Appendix B: Python Code to support traffic simulations

Class of Traffic Models
1. class Traffic:
2.
3.
amax=float()
4.
bmax=float()
5.
so = float()
6.
def __init__(self,amax,bmax,so):
7.
self.amax= amax
8.
self.bmax = bmax
9.
self.so = so
10.
11.
def IDM(self,v,v0,vL,Headway,TimeGap):
12.
DeltaV= v-vL
13.
if Headway<self.so+1:
14.
return -5;
15.
s_star = self.so+max(0,v*TimeGap+v*DeltaV/(2*(self.amax*self.bmax)**0.5)
)
16.
self.acc = self.amax*(1-(v/v0)**4-(s_star/Headway)**2)
17.
return self.acc
18.
19.
def ACC(self,v,v0,vL,Headway,TimeGap):
20.
21.
kp=0.23
22.
kd=0.07
23.
b=self.bmax
24.
amax=self.amax*(1-(v/v0)**4)
25.
if Headway<v**2/(2*b)-vL**2/(2*b):
26.
self.acc=-b
27.
else:
28.
self.acc = max(-self.bmax,min(amax,kp*(Headway-TimeGap*v)+kd*(vLv)))
29.
30.
return self.acc
31.
32.
def CACC(self,v,v0,vL,Headway,TimeGap):
33.
kp=0.45
34.
kd=0.25
35.
amax=self.amax*(1-(v/v0)**4)
36.
self.acc= max(-self.bmax,min(amax,60*(kp*(Headway-TimeGap*v)+kd*(vLv))))
37.
#print(self.acc)
38.
return self.acc
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Controller script
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

##############################################################################
########
Blender Python script to simulate traffic behavior
#########
########
Blender v2.69
#########
########
Created by: Prashant Arora
#########
########
Supervised by: Dr. Sean N. Brennan (Penn State)
#########
########
#########
########
If you plan to use this script in your work
#########
########
please include this header on top
#########
##############################################################################
#Import the Standard Game engine Module bge
import bge
#Get access to the controller to which this script is connected
cont=bge.logic.getCurrentController()
#Get access to the owner of controller i.e. the object in Blender
own=cont.owner
#Get access the the current scene..
#Scene provides access to all other objects in the simulation
scene=bge.logic.getCurrentScene()
#Get access the the empty object which is publishing poses to traffic on ROS top
ics
#ROSPub is the name of that empty object in Blender simulation
Empty=scene.objects["ROSPub"]
#From the TrafficModel.py import the class Traffic
from TrafficModel import *

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26. #We need to provide ROS access to packages not available in standard Python Path
..
27. #ROS uses Python 3 packages by default.. One can change this in $PYTHONPATH or e
ven in Blender
28. #This has to be one time.. So, condition it with something that will not be true
during second initiation of script
29.
30. if "Pose" not in own:
31.
import sys
32.
sys.path.append("/usr/lib/python2.7/dist-packages")
33.
34. #Once all the packages are in place.. import rospy in blender.. rospy is standar
d ros-python module
35. import rospy
36. #Import messages like Pose and Pose array.. Pose is a data type(class) in ROS py
thon which can hold position and orientation
37. #PoseArray is an array of Poses(again a class)
38. from geometry_msgs.msg import PoseArray;
39. from geometry_msgs.msg import Pose;
40. #Import linecache.. This provides access to read from a text file using line num
bers
41. import linecache
42. #Standard math modules. Mathutils allow working with rotation matrices and has i
n-built functions
43. #to do tasks like euler to quaternion etc.
44. import mathutils
45. import math
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46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

import random
from mathutils import *
#"CruiseControl" defines if the model is doing ACC, CACC or Manual driving
if "CruiseControl" not in own:
own["CruiseControl"]=own["lane"]#random.randrange(1,4)

#Create an array of poses to be published on ROS
#Empty variable contains "pub" which is a publisher of type PoseArray
#An array needs to be initialized first..Each vehicle in simulation ends with an
index
#Example.. Car.001 Car.002.. THis index is unique
if "Pose" not in own and "pub" in Empty:
own["Pose"]=Pose();
Empty["pub_data"].poses.append(own["Pose"])
own["Index"]=int(own.name.split(".")[1])
#Once array is initialized.. next type we pass values to it
else:
own["Pose"].position=own.worldPosition
own["Pose"].orientation=own.worldOrientation.to_quaternion()
Empty["pub_data"].poses[own["Index"]]=own["Pose"]

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69. #Provide traffic access to subject object.. Note that Subject car does not hold
properties like
70. #Which lane, distance etc.. So finding its relative position to traffic is diffe
rent
71. #than traffic finding each other
72. Subject=scene.objects["1_T.003"]
73. #Specify properties of the Road_Map model
74. #LaneWidth contains width of lane and dashed white line
75. LaneWidth=3.7+0.15
76. #Median of Road_Map..Same as what you specified in highway generation script.
77. L=60/2*0.3048;
78. #Based on current lane.. Find the lateral offset of the vehicle from centerline
79. #"Side" variable defines which side of the highway the vehicle is simulated on..
80. lane_offset=(own["Side"])/abs(own["Side"])*(-(own["lane"]-1)*LaneWidth-L-1.65LaneWidth/2)
81.
82. #Get access to the near sensor
83. Near=cont.sensors["Near"]
84.
85. #Every 5 second.. we randomize variables to provide some variations in the traff
ic behavior.
86. #This allows the traffic to not reach steady state
87. if own["Time"]%5<0.1:
88.
v0=25+random.randrange(-5,10);
89.
own["speedlimit"]=v0
90.
own["maxacc"]=1.57+random.uniform(-0.5,0.5);
91.
92. #Just a scenario that CACC and ACC vehicles are moving at a desired set speed.
93. #Ofcourse their speeds will change when they follow a manual vehicle
94. if own["CruiseControl"]==1:
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95.
v0=own["speedlimit"]
96. else:
97.
v0=30
98. #You can bias left and right lanes by making them more incentive in terms of spe
ed limits
99. #v0_lcr is velocity after lane change towards right.. _lcl-->left
100. v0_lcr=v0;
101. v0_lcl=v0;
102.
103. #Max acceleration
104. a=max(1.57,own["maxacc"])
105. own["maxacc"]=a
106. #Max deceleration
107. b=3;
108. #minimum Gap
109. s0=2.5;
110. #Lane Change time
111. LCT=4;
112. #Time Headway for Manual driving
113. T=1.29;
114. #Spacing between two S-coordinates in the database
115. Spacing=1
116. NumberofLanes=3
117. #If there is an offramp..specify end and start
118. OffRampStart=2000
119. OffRampEnd=3000
120. #Initialize the Traffic Class and store it in object variable "model"
121. if "model" not in own:
122.
if own["CruiseControl"]==1:
123.
own["model"]=Traffic(a,b,s0)
124.
if own["CruiseControl"]!=1:
125.
own["model"]=Traffic(a,b,s0)
126.
127. #We need to find nearest neighbors in the simulation.. We start with initilializ
ing these
128. #variables to hold self object.. and change it to other vehicles once found..
129. #Note that this can't be initialized with None object. Because we access propert
ies of
130. #these objects.. and None object won't have it..
131. ahead=own
132. behind=own
133. behind_lcr=own
134. ahead_lcr=own
135. behind_lcl=own
136. ahead_lcl=own
137.
138. #Initialize some distance which specified range of nearest neighbor search
139. distance_lcl=100
140. distance_lcrl=100;
141. distance_r=100;
142. distance=100;
143. distance_lcr=100;
144. distance_lcrr=100;
145. SubjectTrack=0
146.
147. #Initialize Nearest neighbor search
148.
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149. if True:
150.
#If Sensor triggers positive.. means it found something in the range
151.
if Near.positive:
152.
#Get access to the objects List
153.
hitobjs=Near.hitObjectList;
154.
#If subject was in those objects.. Trigger some variable..
155.
if Subject in hitobjs:
156.
SubjectTrack=1
157.
#Now selectively search for neighbours in each lane.."init" value holds
the distance travelled along the road..
158.
for object in hitobjs:
159.
if object["Side"]==own["Side"]:
160.
if (object["lane"]==own["lane"] or object["newlane"]==own["lane"
]) and (object["init"]> own["init"]) and ((abs(own["init"]object["init"]))<distance):
161.
distance=abs(own["init"]-object["init"])
162.
ahead=object;
163.
own["ahead_name"]=ahead.name
164.
if (object["lane"]==own["lane"] or object["newlane"]==own["lane"
]) and (object["init"]< own["init"]) and ((abs(own["init"]object["init"]))<distance_r):
165.
distance_r=abs(own["init"]-object["init"])
166.
behind=object;
167.
own["behind_name"]=behind.name
168.
if own["lane"]!=1:
169.
if ((object["lane"]-own["lane"])==-1 or object["newlane"]own["lane"]==-1) and (object["init"]> own["init"]) and ((abs(own["init"]object["init"]))<distance_lcl):
170.
distance_lcl=abs(own["init"]-object["init"])
171.
ahead_lcl=object;
172.
own["ahead_Leftname"]=ahead_lcl.name
173.
if ((object["lane"]-own["lane"])==-1 or object["newlane"]own["lane"]==-1) and (object["init"]< own["init"]) and ((abs(own["init"]object["init"]))<distance_lcrl):
174.
distance_lcrl=abs(own["init"]-object["init"])
175.
behind_lcl=object;
176.
own["behind_Leftname"]=behind_lcl.name
177.
if own["lane"]!=NumberofLanes:
178.
if ((object["lane"]-own["lane"])==1 or object["newlane"]own["lane"]==1) and (object["init"]< own["init"]) and ((abs(own["init"]object["init"]))<distance_lcrr):
179.
distance_lcrr=abs(own["init"]-object["init"])
180.
behind_lcr=object;
181.
own["behind_Rightname"]=behind_lcr.name
182.
if ((object["lane"]-own["lane"])==1 or object["newlane"]own["lane"]==1) and (object["init"]> own["init"]) and ((abs(own["init"]object["init"]))<distance_lcr):
183.
distance_lcr=abs(own["init"]-object["init"])
184.
ahead_lcr=object;
185.
own["ahead_Rightname"]=ahead_lcr.name
186.
187. distance_lcl+=0.100
188. distance_lcrl+=0.100;
189. distance_r+=0.100;
190. distance+=0.100;
191. distance_lcr+=0.100;
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192. distance_lcrr+=0.100;
193.
194. #If Subject was tracked.. Get relative position from traffic and assign it to ah
ead, behind or ahead_lcr etc..
195. if SubjectTrack:
196.
SubjectDistance=(Subject.worldPositionown.worldPosition)*own.localOrientation
197.
if SubjectDistance[0]>0 and abs(SubjectDistance[1])<0.5*LaneWidth and distan
ce>SubjectDistance[0]:
198.
ahead=Subject
199.
distance=abs(SubjectDistance[0])
200.
elif SubjectDistance[0]<0 and abs(SubjectDistance[1])<0.5*LaneWidth and dist
ance_r>abs(SubjectDistance[0]):
201.
distance_r=SubjectDistance[0]
202.
behind=Subject
203.
if SubjectDistance[0]>0 and (SubjectDistance[1])<0.5*LaneWidth and SubjectDistance[1]>LaneWidth and distance_lcr>SubjectDistance[0]:
204.
ahead_lcr=Subject
205.
distance_lcr=SubjectDistance[0]
206.
elif SubjectDistance[0]<0 and (SubjectDistance[1])<0.5*LaneWidth and SubjectDistance[1]>LaneWidth and distance_lcrr>abs(SubjectDistance[0]):
207.
distance_lcrr=abs(SubjectDistance[0])
208.
behind_lcr=Subject
209.
if SubjectDistance[0]>0 and (SubjectDistance[1])>0.5*LaneWidth and SubjectDi
stance[1]<LaneWidth and distance_lcl>SubjectDistance[0]:
210.
ahead_lcl=Subject
211.
distance_lcl=SubjectDistance[0]
212.
elif SubjectDistance[0]<0 and (SubjectDistance[1])>0.5*LaneWidth and Subject
Distance[1]<LaneWidth and distance_lcrl>abs(SubjectDistance[0]):
213.
distance_lcrl=abs(SubjectDistance[0])
214.
behind_lcl=Subject
215.
216.
217.
218. #This Function calculates lane changing decisions according to MOBIL
219. def lanechange():
220.
#A scenario that CACC vehicles don't change lanes
221.
if own["CruiseControl"]==3:
222.
return 0;
223.
#To prevent calculations of incentives.. if you are doing freeflow, don't change lanes
224.
if ahead==own:
225.
return 0;
226.
#Initialize variables.. acc_lcl-->Acc if lane change left
227.
own["acc_lcl"]=-b
228.
own["acc_lcr"]=-b
229.
#Direction holds the direction of lane change..+1 right,-1 left
230.
own["direction"]=0
231.
left=0
232.
right=0
233.
#OffRamp path if needed..Triggered by "Off"
234.
if "Off" in own and own["Off"] and own["init"]<OffRampEnd:
235.
return 0;
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236.
#Calculate Incetives on lane change to left.. Lane 1 can't change lane to le
ft
237.
if own["lane"]!=1:
238.
#If leader in left lane was none.. Note that if ahead_lcl remained own..
means no object in Left lane ahead
239.
if ahead_lcl==own:
240.
s_lcl=50
241.
DeltaV_lcl=0
242.
s_star_lcl=s0+max(0,(v*T+v*DeltaV_lcl/(2*(a*b)**0.5)));
243.
244.
245.
246.

else:
s_lcl=distance_lcl-ahead_lcl["length"]/2-own["length"]/2
DeltaV_lcl=-ahead_lcl["velocity"]+own["velocity"];
s_star_lcl=s0+max(0,(v*T+v*DeltaV_lcl/(2*(a*b)**0.5)));

247.
#Calculate acceleration if lane changes to left..
248.
#Depending on Cruise Control Model.. Initialize IDM,ACC or CACC
249.
#If you are CACC, but ahead is ACC.. You can only do ACC..
250.
#This is simulated "no-communication"
251.
if own["CruiseControl"]==1:
252.
own["acc_lcl"]=own["model"].IDM(v,v0,v-DeltaV_lcl,s_lcl,T)
253.
elif own["CruiseControl"]==2 or (own["CruiseControl"]==3 and ahead_lcl["
CruiseControl"]!=3):
254.
own["acc_lcl"]=own["model"].ACC(own["velocity"],v0_lcl,vDeltaV_lcl,s_lcl,1.5)
255.
else:
256.
own["acc_lcl"]=own["model"].CACC(own["velocity"],v0_lcl,vDeltaV_lcl,s_lcl,1.2,own["acc"])
257.
258.
#Calculate acceleration of vehicle behind, if you change lanes..
259.
if behind_lcl==own:
260.
IncentiveF=0
261.
SafetyF=0.21
262.
else:
263.
s_lclr=distance_lcrl-behind_lcl["length"]/2own["length"]/2
264.
v_rl=behind_lcl["velocity"]
265.
DeltaV_lclr=behind_lcl["velocity"]-own["velocity"]
266.
s_star_lclr=s0+max(0,(v_rl*T+v_rl*DeltaV_lclr/(2*(a*b)**0.5)));
267.
#Same thing as before.. Calculate acceleration based on models
268.
if behind_lcl["CruiseControl"]==1:
269.
behind_acc_lcl=behind_lcl["model"].IDM(behind_lcl["velocity"],v0
,own["velocity"],s_lclr,T)
270.
elif behind_lcl["CruiseControl"]==2 or (behind_lcl["CruiseControl"]=
=3 and own["CruiseControl"]!=3):
271.
behind_acc_lcl=behind_lcl["model"].ACC(behind_lcl["velocity"],v0
,own["velocity"],s_lclr,1.5)
272.
elif behind_lcl["CruiseControl"]==3 and own["CruiseControl"]==3:
273.
behind_acc_lcl=behind_lcl["model"].CACC(behind_lcl["velocity"],v
0,own["velocity"],s_lclr,1,behind["acc"])
274.
275.
IncentiveF=behind_lcl["acc"]-behind_acc_lcl
276.
SafetyF=behind_acc_lcl
277.
278.
#MOBIL Incentive Critera and Safety Factor..Note additional factor direc
tion..
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279.
280.
if ((own["acc_lcl"]own["acc"])>0.3*IncentiveF+0.3 and SafetyF>0.2) and ahead["direction"]==0:
281.
left=1
282.
283.
#Exactly the same calculations for lane change to right
284.
if own["lane"]!=3:
285.
if ahead_lcr==own:
286.
s_lcr=50
287.
DeltaV_lcr=0
288.
s_star_lcr=s0+max(0,(v*T+v*DeltaV_lcr/(2*(a*b)**0.5)));
289.
290.
else:
291.
s_lcr=distance_lcr-behind_lcl["length"]/2-own["length"]/2
292.
if isinstance(s_lcr,complex):
293.
return 0;
294.
DeltaV_lcr=-ahead_lcr["velocity"]+own["velocity"];
295.
s_star_lcr=s0+max(0,(v*T+v*DeltaV_lcr/(2*(a*b)**0.5)));
296.
297.
if behind_lcr==own:
298.
IncentiveF=0
299.
SafetyF=0.21
300.
else:
301.
s_lcrr=distance_lcrr-behind_lcl["length"]/2-own["length"]/2
302.
if isinstance(s_lcrr,complex):
303.
return 0;
304.
DeltaV_lcrr=behind_lcr["velocity"]-own["velocity"]
305.
v_r=behind_lcr["velocity"]
306.
s_star_lcrr=s0+max(0,(v_r*T+v_r*DeltaV_lcrr/(2*(a*b)**0.5)));
307.
if behind_lcr["CruiseControl"]==1:
308.
behind_acc_lcr=behind_lcr["model"].IDM(behind_lcr["velocity"],v0
,own["velocity"],s_lcrr,T)
309.
elif behind_lcr["CruiseControl"]==2 or (behind_lcr["CruiseControl"]=
=3 and own["CruiseControl"]!=3):
310.
behind_acc_lcr=behind_lcr["model"].ACC(behind_lcr["velocity"],v0
,own["velocity"],s_lcrr,1.5)
311.
else:
312.
behind_acc_lcr=behind_lcr["model"].CACC(behind_lcr["velocity"],v
0,own["velocity"],s_lcrr,1.2,own["acc_lcl"])
313.
IncentiveF=behind_lcr["acc"]-behind_acc_lcr
314.
SafetyF=behind_acc_lcr
315.
316.
if own["CruiseControl"]==1:
317.
own["acc_lcr"]=a*(1-(v/v0_lcr)**4-(s_star_lcr/s_lcr)**2)
318.
elif own["CruiseControl"]==2 or (own["CruiseControl"]==3 and ahead_lcr["
CruiseControl"]!=3):
319.
own["acc_lcr"]=own["model"].ACC(own["velocity"],v0_lcr,ahead_lcr["ve
locity"],s_lcr,1.5)
320.
else:
321.
own["acc_lcr"]=own["model"].CACC(own["velocity"],v0_lcr,ahead_lcr["v
elocity"],s_lcr,1.2,ahead_lcr["acc"])
322.
323.
if ((own["acc_lcr"]own["acc"])>0.1*IncentiveF+0.8 and SafetyF>0.2) and ahead["direction"]==0:
324.
right=1
325.
326.
#If both lanes are MOBIL Incentive.. Make a selfish decision
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327.
if left and right:
328.
if own["acc_lcr"]>own["acc_lcl"]:
329.
return 1
330.
else:
331.
return -1
332.
elif left and not right:
333.
return -1
334.
elif right and not left:
335.
return 1
336.
else:
337.
return 0
338.
339.
340. #Finding acceleration in own lanes
341.
342. s=distance-ahead["length"]/2-own["length"]/2
343. s_Cruise=distance-ahead["length"]/2-own["length"]/2
344. v=own["velocity"]
345.
346. if own["velocity"]<0:
347.
own["velocity"]=0;
348.
v=0;
349. #Find Leader velocity and Delta V
350. DeltaV=-ahead["velocity"]+own["velocity"];
351.
352.
353. s_star=s0+max(0,(v*T+v*DeltaV/(2*(a*b)**0.5)));
354.
355. #Simulate Free flow by choosing a very high headway..
356. if ahead==own:
357.
s=200
358.
s_Cruise= 200
359.
s_star=0;
360.
361. #Calculate acceleration based on CruiseControl model..
362.
363. if own["CruiseControl"]==2:
364.
acc=own["model"].ACC(v,v0,ahead["velocity"],s_Cruise,1.5)
365. if own["CruiseControl"]==3:
366.
if ahead["CruiseControl"]==3:
367.
acc=own["model"].CACC(v,v0,ahead["velocity"],s_Cruise,1.2,own["acc"])
368.
else:
369.
acc=own["model"].ACC(v,v0,ahead["velocity"],s_Cruise,1.5)
370. if own["CruiseControl"]==1:
371.
acc=own["model"].IDM(v,v0,ahead["velocity"],s,T)
372.
373.
374. #Store it in global dictionary variables
375. own["acc"]=acc;
376.
377. #Velocity
378. own["velocity"]=own["velocity"]+max(-b,own["acc"])*1/60;
379.
380.
381. if own["velocity"]<0:
382.
own["velocity"]=0;
383.
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384.
385. v=own["velocity"]
386.
387. #Standard time step of 1/60..Not to be changed..
388. own["init"]=own["init"]+own["velocity"]*1/60;
389.
390.
391.
392. #These two variables help simulating lane changes
393. y_offset=0;
394. yaw_offset=0;
395.
396.
397. #Set a condition for vehicles taking an off-ramp
398. #Right now, it's set to no exit..Uncomment the random parameter..This will rando
mly make vehicles exit
399.
400. if own["init"]>OffRampStart20 and own["init"]<OffRampStart and own["lane"]==3 and "Off" not in own:
401.
own["Off"]=0#random.randrange(-1,1)
402.
403.
404.
405. #Now we can't read from Centerline and offset.. Need to read it from OffRamp scoordinate file
406.
407. #These parameters are finetuned to match continuity on exits and Off ramp file..
408. if "Off" in own and own["Off"] and own["init"]>OffRampStart20 and own["init"]<OffRampEnd+200 and own["Side"]==1:
409.
Spacing=1.2
410.
z=own["init"]-OffRampStart-22
411.
position=linecache.getline("OffRamps1.path",int(z/Spacing))
412.
positionPlus=linecache.getline("OffRamps1.path",int(z/Spacing)+1)
413.
lane_offset=0
414.
y_offset=0
415.
yaw_offset=-5*3.14/180
416.
if own["init"]>OffRampEnd-300:
417.
own["lane"]=3
418.
else:
419.
own["lane"]=4
420.
if eval(position.split(";")[0])[0]>OffRampEnd-26:
421.
own["init"]=OffRampEnd-26
422.
own["Off"]=0;
423.
424.
425. #If not on offramp..standard init..z is a temporary variable storing distance ba
sed on side.
426. #If on opposite sight.. Start from end
427. else:
428.
z=own["init"]
429.
if own["Side"]==-1:
430.
z=8000-z
431.
position=linecache.getline("Centerlanes.path",int(z/Spacing))
432.
positionPlus=linecache.getline("Centerlanes.path",(int(z/Spacing)+1))
433.
434.
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435.
436. #A lane change decision trigger.. Trigger false during lane change..
437. #Active otherwise
438. if own["trigger"]<0.05:
439.
Lanechange = lanechange();
440.
if own["Side"]==1:
441.
if own["Platoon"] and Lanechange:
442.
own["direction"]=Lanechange
443.
own["trigger"]=own["Time"]
444.
#Pass properties to a variable "new lane".. This helps a vehicle to
occupy
445.
#two lanes at once..Note this is a decision factor in finding neares
t neighbor
446.
own["newlane"]=own["lane"]+own["direction"]
447.
#This is a global value telling if anyone in the model changes lane
448.
Empty["Trigger"]=1
449.
450.
451.
452.
453.
454. #Once trigger is set to current time.. Do an action till current time + Lane cha
nge time
455. if own["trigger"]>0.05:
456.
if own["Time"]<own["trigger"]+LCT:
457.
y_offset=(own["Side"])/abs(own["Side"])*(own["direction"]*(LaneWidth)*(m
ath.cos(3.141592653589793*(own["Time"]-own["trigger"])/LCT)-1)/2);
458.
yaw_offset=(own["Side"])/abs(own["Side"])*(own["direction"]*2*3.141592653589793/180*math.si
n(3.141592653589793*(own["Time"]-own["trigger"])/LCT))
459.
460.
#Change the new lane to some arbitrary value..-10 or something.
461.
#Chane lane varible to new lane now.
462.
if own["Time"]>own["trigger"]+0.99*LCT:
463.
own["trigger"]=0
464.
own["lane"]=own["lane"]+own["direction"];
465.
Empty["Trigger"]=0
466.
own["newlane"]=-10
467.
468.
469. #A scenario that vehicles after travelling 8000 meters.Start again from beginnin
g
470. if own["init"]>8000:
471.
own["init"]=own["init"]-7900
472.
473. #This is a variable holding wheel rotation
474. own["Theta"]=own["Theta"]+own["velocity"]/0.4/60;
475.
476.
477. #We know the distance travelled along path, now obtain position on the distance
478. #position and position_Plus are found earlier from the .path file
479. #Those are strings.. eval converts it array
480. #_t means position values... _r means rotation values
481. position_t=eval(position.split(";")[0])
482. position_r=eval(position.split(";")[1])
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483. positionPlus_t=eval(positionPlus.split(";")[0])
484. positionPlus_r=eval(positionPlus.split(";")[1])
485. #Linear Interpolation between position and position_Plus
486. RotX=position_r[0]+(positionPlus_r[0]-position_r[0])*(z/Spacingint(z/Spacing));
487. RotY=position_r[1]+(positionPlus_r[1]-position_r[1])*(z/Spacingint(z/Spacing));
488. #Note the effect of "Side" in RotZ
489. RotZ=position_r[2]+(positionPlus_r[2]-position_r[2])*(z/Spacingint(z/Spacing))+yaw_offset-(own["Side"]-1)*3.14/2;
490. Rx=mathutils.Matrix.Rotation(RotX,3,"X")
491. Ry=mathutils.Matrix.Rotation(RotY+random.uniform(0.001,0.001)*(own["velocity"]/60),3,"Y")
492. RotZ_Road=position_r[2]+(positionPlus_r[2]-position_r[2])*(z/Spacingint(z/Spacing))
493. Rz=mathutils.Matrix.Rotation(RotZ,3,"Z")
494. Rz_Road=mathutils.Matrix.Rotation(RotZ_Road,3,"Z")
495.
496. #Finally position it on centerline..
497. own.worldPosition[0]=position_t[0]+(positionPlus_t[0]-position_t[0])*(z/Spacingint(z/Spacing));
498. own.worldPosition[1]=position_t[1]+(positionPlus_t[1]-position_t[1])*(z/Spacingint(z/Spacing));
499. own.worldPosition[2]=position_t[2]+(positionPlus_t[2]-position_t[2])*(z/Spacingint(z/Spacing));
500.
501. #Next we will translate it laterally to centerline
502. own.worldOrientation=Rx*Ry*Rz
503. #This is just a Blender's weird way to calculate.. We need to transpose the matr
ices
504. Rx.transpose()
505. Ry.transpose()
506. Rz.transpose()
507.
508. #Note that now Rx,Ry and Rz are transpose.. We had to transpose the orientation.
.
509. #This changes the order (basis transformation rule)
510. Transformation=mathutils.Vector([0,own["Side"]*(lane_offset+y_offset),0])*Rz*Ry*
Rx
511. #Append the transformation in terms of world positions..Rotations remain same
512. own.worldPosition[0]+=Transformation[0]
513. own.worldPosition[1]+=Transformation[1]
514. own.worldPosition[2]+=Transformation[2]
515.
516. #Wheel rotations etc..Same way of movement as general object
517. if own["Side"]==1:
518.
Rx_t=mathutils.Matrix.Rotation(0,3,"X")
519.
Ry_t=mathutils.Matrix.Rotation(own["Theta"],3,"Y")
520.
Rz_ts=mathutils.Matrix.Rotation(0+5*yaw_offset,3,"Z")
521.
Rz_t=mathutils.Matrix.Rotation(0,3,"Z")
522.
for object in own.children:
523.
if object.name.startswith('Tire') or object.name.startswith('tire') or o
bject.name.startswith('Whell'):
524.
object.localOrientation=Rz_t*Ry_t*Rx_t
525.
if "front" in object.name:
526.
object.localOrientation=Rz_ts*Ry_t*Rx_t
527.
if object.name.startswith('Wheel'):
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528.
object.localOrientation=Rz_t*Ry_t*Rx_t
529.
#This is just a text object named available in each model to provide "de
veloper" some information
530.
if object.name.startswith("Cruise"):
531.
if own["CruiseControl"]==1:
532.
object.text="Manual Driving"
533.
if own["CruiseControl"]==2:
534.
object.text="ACC Enabled"
535.
if ahead!=own:
536.
object.text="ACC Active"
537.
if own["CruiseControl"]==3:
538.
if ahead["CruiseControl"]!=3:
539.
object.text="ACC (Leader not CACC)"
540.
if ahead==own:
541.
object.text="CACC Enabled"
542.
if ahead["CruiseControl"]==3:
543.
object.text="CACC Active"
544.
545.
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Appendix C: ROS Publisher for Traffic positions and orientations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

##############################################################################
########
Blender Python script to publish Traffic poses on ROS #########
########
Blender v2.69
#########
########
Created by: Prashant Arora
#########
########
Supervised by: Dr. Sean N. Brennan (Penn State)
#########
########
#########
########
If you plan to use this script in your work
#########
########
please include this header on top
#########
##############################################################################
#############Credits: Jari Safi for knowledge transfer on ROS#################
#Connect this script to an empty object named ROSPub using a delay sensor
#Add a delay of around 2-3 ticks..
#Disable True level triggering on Delay sensor because
this script needs to run once

import bge
cont=bge.logic.getCurrentController()
own=cont.owner
#A condition which takes place once.. Direct the Python to some packages
if "pub" not in own:
import sys
sys.path.append("/usr/lib/python2.7/dist-packages")
#Import the ros-python module
import rospy
#Import PoseArray message from
from geometry_msgs.msg import PoseArray;
from geometry_msgs.msg import Pose;
import time

#Pass the ros initialization to a global "check" variable..
#This prevents Python to destroy any unused variable..and kill the ROS node
own["check"]=rospy.init_node("blender_node_76")
print("ROS NODE Initialized")
print("Creating Publisher for Vehicle poses")

#own is the ROSPub empty object
#Create a global variable "pub" to hold ROS publisher handle
own["pub"]=rospy.Publisher("Poses_Traffic",PoseArray,queue_size=5,tcp_nodelay=Tr
ue)
46. #Create a global variable pub_data to hold poses of traffic
47. own["pub_data"]=PoseArray();
48.
49. print("Created Publisher for Vehicle poses")
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Appendix D: ROS Subscriber for Traffic positions and orientations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

##############################################################################
########
Blender Python script to subscribe to Traffic
#########
########
Blender v2.69
#########
########
Created by: Prashant Arora
#########
########
Supervised by: Dr. Sean N. Brennan (Penn State)
#########
########
#########
########
If you plan to use this script in your work
#########
########
please include this header on top
#########
##############################################################################
###########Credits: Jari Safi for knowledge transfer on ROS###################

#Same level initialization for importing rospy and message
import bge
cont=bge.logic.getCurrentController()
own=cont.owner
if "sub" not in own:
import sys
sys.path.append("/usr/lib/python2.7/dist-packages")
import rospy
from geometry_msgs.msg import PoseArray;
from geometry_msgs.msg import Pose;
import time
from std_msgs.msg import Float64

#This script runs on the Slave simulations..
#Global variable to hold ROS node handle
own["check"]=rospy.init_node("blender_node_subscriber_slave")
print("ROS NODE Initialized")
#A function to callback during the time ROS topic is active
def Traffic_Callback(msg):
own["sub_data"]=msg

print("Creating Subscriber for Vehicle poses")
#A subscriber as a global variable..
own["sub"]=rospy.Subscriber("/Poses_Traffic",PoseArray,Traffic_Callback,queue_si
ze=1,tcp_nodelay=True)

44.
45. print("Created Subscriber for Vehicle poses")
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